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ABSTRACT 

Nina Interiors is a leader in the furnishing industiy which aims at developing the use of 

Information and Communication Technologies (ICT). One of their major avenues where 

ICT is used is to share and disseminate information in their website about their products. 

Organizations that have put to use ICT tools are able to sell buy and market their services 

online which is enabled by their use of dynamic websites. However this is not the case 

with Nina Interiors. The existing website is static i.e. it focuses on showing permanent 

information, where the navigator is limited on the amoun0t of data he/she can access. The 

users can not interact with this information without interacting with the visited web page; 

the users can not place their order or buy their items on line, their suppliers have no 

contact on the way they can deliver requests online neither, can the users be able to 

support web applications, forums nor, make consultations on line. In view of the 

foregoing, this study was canied out with the aim of developing a frame work for a 

dynamic website for Nina interior. The main aim of this research was to investigate the 

current system and dissemination of information through ICT in Nina Interiors LTD, 

build capacities in ICT use and application, Design a dynamic website to improve on the 

interaction between customers and state of Nina interior. The researcher followed the 

principles exposed to the waterfall model a sequential software development model The 

researcher used system development life cycle (SDLC) to collect and analyze data. The 

finding of this research as presented emphasizes that Nina interior needs a dynamic 

website to help the buying and selling of their product on line locally and globally. The 

research provides a frame work on how the dynamic website will look like and how it 

will help Nina interiors to make transactions online speedy, accurate and meet their entire 

user needs. This was after examining the requirement of the current system and realized 

that its drawbacks outweigh the advantages. These therefore calling for alternative ways 

of solving the problems of the existing system and hence meeting the organization needs. 

This study therefore looked at a dynamic website as a way of meeting the current user's 

needs 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

I .0 General Introduction 

Information Communication Technology (ICT) 1s combination of video, 

telecommunications and computer technologies. It can be seen in the use of computers 

designed for multimedia applications as well as the services and networks set up for it. 

Information Communication Technology (ICT) has proved to be the agent of change of 

the 21 st century and the designing of a dynamic web-based system for Nina Interiors will 

help them to have the potential to fundamentally transform and govern the way 

commerce operates, importing the knowledge and ability of both the higher economical 

growth and the efficiencies in the operations of both the private and public business 

sectors. Instructions are dependent on the adoption and effective utilization ofICT. 

The prospects of Information communication Technology (ICT) for Ugandan are 

tremendous. Its utilization in development of Programmes is increasing. The information 

revolution is creating new opportunities to address social problems and the 

implementation of policies supporting projects gears to poverty eradication and rural 

development, disease control and human survival, environmental protection and nature 

conservation, decentralization and grassroots empowerment .This is the achievement 

made possible for even rural communities. 

Information technology (IT) has become a potent force in transforming social, economic, 

and political life globally. Without its incorporation into the information age, there is 

little chance for countries or regions to develop. More and more concern is being shown 

about the impact of those left on the other side of the digital divide-the division between 

the information "haves" and "have nots." 
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1.1 Back Ground of the Study 

Elegantly situated in Kampala City Centre Jinja road, Nina Interiors is a leader in the 

furnishing industry in Uganda. With 2000sq. meters of showroom, workshop and 

warehouse all under one roof. The company has product and services line that broadly 

include office furniture which is categorized into office desks, office chairs, steel 

furniture, filing cabinet, safes, computer tables and reception table coat hangers, 

conference table and work stations .It also has domestic furniture's which are categorized 

into dining room furniture, wall units, sofa sets coffee sets and bedroom furniture. They 

also deal in curtain fabric/blinds and accessories which are categorized into netting 

upholstery fabric, bed linen, curtain poles, towels, roman blinds, rolled blinds, Venetian 

blinds, and bamboo blinds. It deals in the retail of top quality office and domestic 

furniture specializing in upholstery work and custom designed window dressing such as 

curtains sheer and verticals venation and bamboo blinds . They are also specialist in 

bedroom, bathroom, table linen and decorative accessories. 

Apaii from mentioned products Nina supplies miscellaneous items which include flower 

pots office dustbins doormats, queue-stands, banquet chairs, plastic chairs, folding chairs 

garden chairs and artificial plants etc. 

The existing system website is static i.e. it focuses on showing permanent information, 

where the navigator is limited on the amount of data he/she can access. The users can 

neither, interact with this information without interacting with the visited web page nor, 

can they place their order or buy their items on line. The suppliers do not have customers' 

contacts with which they can deliver their request online. The customers are not able to 

support web applications, forums or make consultations on line. In view of the foregoing, 

this study was cai-ried out with the aim of developing a frame work for a dynainic website 

for Nina interior. One of their major avenues where (ICT) is used is to share and 

disseminate information in their website about their products 

The soft furnishing and accessories department specializing in custom made curtains 

blinds bedroom and table linen. They hai1dle "Turn key "projects for home and 

institutional furnishing. 
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Nina Interiors evolved from a small retail shop Nina limited ten years ago to become the 

leading furnishing industry in Uganda. Nina deals in retail of top quality office and 

domestic furniture specializing in upholstery work and custom designed window dressing 

such as curtain. They are also specialist in bedroom, bathroom, table linen and decorative 

accessories. Nina wholly owned by Ms Karugamba and her family. It has over thirty five 

full-time employees seventeen of them being females 

1.1.2 Nina Interiors Design Clientele. 

Nina has evolved into a fine tuned organization that values its customer and understands 

the industry over ten years of service. Knowledgeable technical staff and committed 

management have made use a good team that ensures that job is executed to perfection. 

Within a year Nina has build a loyal client base that include government, embassies 

multinationals agencies , donor agencies ,large companies and discerning individuals, in 

Uganda Nina services a client based both in the city and upcountry. In addition it 

provides goods and services to clients in Kenya , Tanzania, Rwanda, Burundi and 

Democratic Republic of Congo. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

The existing website is static; it focuses on showing permanent information, where the 

navigator is limited on the amount of data he/she can access. The users can not interact 

with this information without interacting with the visited web page; the users can not 

place their order or buy their items on line, their suppliers have no contact on the way 

they can deliver requests online neither, can the users be able to support web 

applications, forums nor, make consultations on line. In view of the foregoing, this study 

aims at developing a dynamic website for Nina interiors which overcomes the problem of 

current system. 
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1.3 Objectives 

1.3.1 General Objectives 

The main aim of this research was to investigate the current system and dissemination of 

information through ICT in Nina Interiors LTD, build capacities in ICT use and 

application, Design a dynamic website to improve on the interaction between customers 

and staff of Nina interior. 

1.3.2 Specific Objectives 

1. To investigate the current practice of CT in Nina Interiors LTD 

2. To analyze the current system of Nina interiors LTD 

3. To design and implement a dynamic web based system for Nina interiors. 

1 .4 Scope 

1.4.1 Geographical Scope 

The study was conducted in Nina Interiors LTD for Office and Domestic furniture, Blind 

and Curtain located on plot 41 along Jinja road Kampala district Kampala.The researcher 

chose the area because I CT usage and internet connectivity is high in the city. The study 

covered the period 2007 to date and examined business processes and the current static 

website in place. 

1.4.2 Technological Scope 

The study was limited to management, employee of Nina interiors and their clients. Sale 

department, accounting depaiiment, store depaiiment were visited during the study and 

interviews was carried in the top managements. The study was restricted to ICT use and 

dissemination of information in Nina Interiors and among women SMES .The focus was 

on computer use in the office and web site integration in the business to enhance 

productivity. 

1.5 Significance of the Study 

I. Electronic business is limited to those enterprises that have the technical and financial 

infrastructure to support encryption, online transaction processing, just -in- time 
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transactions and order handling systems. Small and Medium Enterprises (SMES) m 

developing countries have less valuable access to such infrastructure. 

2. It has been recognized that ICT can play an important paii in the development of 

SMES through the use of the internet access and wireless communication which are 

already of crucial important to business i.e. small and large. 

3. Business transaction consists of many successive processes (information comparison 

and negotiation) most of which can be carried out more efficiently over the internet, even 

if the final step of the transaction is done offline. 

4. Designing a dynainic website will help Nina and their client locally and globally 

access and interact with the web freely without limitation. Clients will be able to order, 

buy online and Nina will be able to process their request faster without delay. 

5. Website provides the fotmdation for online business to facilitate collaboration with 

other SMES to procure and supply their goods and service and access other global 

markets. 

6. In developing countries SMES are the major source of income, a breading ground for 

entrepreneurs and a provider of employment. 

7. The Information and Communication Technology utilization frainework developed can 

be used by policy makers in the implementation ofICT project in the country. 

5 



Conceptnal Framework 

User 

Figure 0-1 Conceptual Framework 

Internet 

0 
0 

0 

Webserver 

Php Engine 

Nina Interiors 
Database 

The client makes a request to the web server which searches the information using PI-IP 

engine from the Nina interiors web site database. Then the information is supplied to the 

web server by PI-IP engine and the apache web sever displays the information to the user 

through web browser (internet) 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.0 Introduction 

In this chapter literature about related system are reviewed. 

2.1 Information Technology (IT) 

According to Post and Anderson (2003), IT is a representation of the various types of 

hardware and software used in an information system, including computers and 

networking equipment. 

Hag, Cummings, McCubbery (2002), refers to any computer-based tool that people use to 

work with information and suppmt the information and information processing needs of 

an organization. Hence, according to the authors, organizations use IT in four ways; 

a. Supporting information processing tasks, businesses are using IT to suppmt basic 

information-processing tasks. These tasks range computing and payroll checks, 

creating presentations, to setting up websites from which customers can order 

products. 

b. Decision making tasks, when businesses use IT to process information such as 

payroll or a sale order, we refer to it as online transaction processing. This 

involves gathering input information, processing it and updating the existing 

information to reflect the gathered and processed information. Business also uses 

IT to support decision-making task. 

c. Supporting shared information tlu-ough decentralized computing, decentralized 

computing is an environment in which an organization splits computing power 

and locates it in functional business area as well as on desktops of knowledge 

workers This is possible because of the proliferation of less expensive, more 

powerful, and smaller systems. Shared information is an environment in which 

organization s information is organized in one central location, allowing anyone 

to access and use it as they need to. 
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d. Supporting innovation, IT tools not only support the above, they also enable 

innovation. Organizations are forced to use innovative technology to gain and 

sustain a competitive advantage over competitors in the same market environment 

2.2 The Database Management Approach 

The database approach is fundamentally different from the older programming methods 

(Post and Anderson, 2003). The problems that were created with the old methods are 

avoided by focusing attention on the data. Whenever someone needs a computer 

application, the first step is to identity the data that will be needed. Then a Database 

Management System is used to store the data. 

2.2.1 The Database 

The term database originated within the computer industry, though its meaning has been 

broadened by popular use, such that the European Database Directive (which creates 

intellectual property rights for databases) includes non-electronic databases within its 

definition. This is confined to a more technical use of the term; though even amongst 

computing professionals, some attach a much wider meaning to the word than others. A 

possible definition is that a database is a collection of records stored in a computer in a 

systematic way, so that a computer program can consult it to answer questions. For better 

retrieval and sorting, each record is usually organized as a set data elements. The items 

retrieved in answer to queries become information that can be used to make decisions. 

The computer program used to manage and query a database is known as a database 

management system (DBMS). 

The central concept of a database is that of a collection of records, or pieces of 

knowledge. Typically, for a given database, there is a structural description of the type of 

facts held in that database: this description is known as a schema. The schema describes 

the objects that are represented in the database, and the relationships among them. There 

are a number of different ways of organizing a schema, that is, of modeling the database 

structure: known as database models. The model in most common use today is the 
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relational model, which in layman s terms represents all information in the form of 

multiple related tables each consisting of rows and columns. 

The term database refers to the collection of related records, and the software should be 

refe1Ted to as the database management system or DBMS. When the context is 

unambiguous, however, many database administrators and programmers use the term 

database to cover both meanings. 

A computer database relies upon software to organize the storage of data. This software 

is known as a database management system (DBMS). Databases management systems 

are categorized according to the database model that they support. The model tends to 

determine the query languages that are available to access the database. A great deal of 

the internal engineering of a DBMS, however, is independent of the data model, and is 

concerned with managing factors such as performance, concurrency, integrity, and 

recovery from hardware failures. 

A Database is a structured collection of data which is managed to meet the needs of a 

community of users. The structure is achieved by organizing the data according to a 

database model. These models include 

2.2.1.1 The Network Model 

In the network model, records can participate in any number of named relationships. 

Each relationship associates a record of one type ( called the owner) with multiple records 

of another type (called the member). These relationships (somewhat confusingly) are 

called sets. For example a student might be a member of one set whose owner is the 

course they are studying, and a member of another set whose owner is the college they 

belong to. At the same time the student might be the owner of a set of email addresses, 

and owner of another set containing phone numbers. The main difference between the 

network model and hierarchical model is that in a network model, a child can have a 

number of parents whereas in a hierarchical model, a child can have only one parent. The 

hierarchical model is therefore a subset of the network model. 
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Programmatic access to network databases is traditionally by means of a navigational 

data manipulation language, in which programmers navigate from a current record to 

other related records using verbs such as find owner, find next, and find prior. The most 

common example of such an interface is the COBOL-based Data Manipulation Language 

defined by CODASYL. 

Network databases are traditionally implemented by using chains of pointers between 

related records. These pointers can be node numbers or disk addresses. 

The network model became popular because it provided considerable flexibility in 

modelling complex data relationships, and also offered high performance by virtue of the 

fact that the access verbs used by programmers mapped directly to pointer-following in 

the implementation. 

However, the model had several disadvantages. Navigational programming proved error

prone as data models became more complex, and small changes to the data structure 

could require changes to many programs. Also, because of the use of physical pointers, 

operations such as database loading and restructuring could be very time-consuming 

2.2.1.2 The Relational Model 

The relational model is the most popular type of database and an extremely powerful 

tool, not only to store information, but to access it as well. Relational databases are 

organized as tables. The beauty of a table is that the information can be accessed or added 

without reorganizing the tables. A table can have many records and each record can have 

many fields. 

Tables are sometimes called a relation. For instance, a company can have a database 

called customer orders, within this database will be several different tables or relations all 

relating to customer orders. Tables can include customer information (name, address, 

contact, info, customer number, etc) and other tables (relations) such as orders that the 

customer previously bought (this can include item number, item description, payment 

amount, payment method, etc). It should be noted that every record (group of fields) in a 
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relational database has its own primary key. A primary key is a unique field that makes it 

easy to identify a record. 

Relational databases use a program interface called SQL or Standard Query Language. 

SQL is currently used on practically all relational databases. Relational databases are 

extremely easy to customize to fit almost any kind of data storage. You can easily create 

relations for items that you sell, employees that work for your company, etc. 

2.2.2 Database Secul'ity 

Database security denotes the system, processes, and procedures that protect a database 

from unintended activity. Security is usually enforced through access control, auditing, 

and encryption. 

Access control ensures and restricts who can connect and what can be done to the 

database. 

Auditing logs what action or change has been performed, when and by who. 

Encryption: Since security has become a major issue in recent years, many commercial 

database vendors provide built-in encryption mechanism. Data is encoded natively into 

the tables and deciphered "on the fly" when a query comes in. Connections can also be 

secured and encrypted if required using DSA, MD5, SSL or legacy encryption standard. 

2.2.3 Applications of Databases 

Databases are used in many applications, spanning virtually the entire range of computer 

software. Databases are the preferred method of storage for large multiuser applications, 

where coordination between many users is needed. Even individual users find them 

convenient, and many electronic mail programs and personal organizers are based on 

standard database technology. Software database drivers are available for most database 

platforms so that application software can use a common Application Programming 

Interface to retrieve the information stored in a database. For example suppliers database 

contains the data relating to suppliers such as; 

a) supplier name 

b) supplier code 

c) supplier address 
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2.2.4 Advantages and Disadvantages of Database 

Due to its centralized nature, the database system can overcome the disadvantages of the 

file-based system as discussed below. 

a) Minimal Data Redundancy 

Since the whole data resides in one central database, the various programs in the 

application can access data in different data files. Hence data present in one file 

need not be duplicated in another. This reduces data redundancy. However, this 

does not mean all redundancy can be eliminated. There could be business or 

technical reasons for having some amount of redundancy. Any such redundancy 

should be carefully controlled and the DBMS should be aware of it. 

b) Data Consistency 

Reduced data redundancy leads to better data consistency. 

c) Data Integration 

Since related data is stored in one single database, enforcing data integrity is much easier. 

Moreover, the functions in the DBMS can be used to enforce the integrity rules with 

minimum programming in the application programs. 

d) Data Sharing 

Related data can be shared across programs since the data is stored in a centralized 

manner. Even new applications can be developed to operate against the same data. 

e) Enforcement of Standards 

Enforcing standards in the organization and structure of data files is required and 

also easy in a Database System, since it is one single set of programs which is 

always interacting with the data files. 

f) Application Development Ease 
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The application programmer need not build the functions for handling issues like 

concurrent access, security, data integrity, etc. The programmer only needs to 

implement the application business rules. This brings in application development 

ease. Adding additional functional modules is also easier than in file-based 

systems. 

g) Better Controls 

Better controls can be achieved due to the centralized nature of the system. 

h) Data independence 

The architecture of the DBMS can be viewed as a 3-level system comprising the 

following 

1. The internal or the physical level where the data resides. 

11. The conceptual level which is the level of the DBMS functions 

m. The external level which is the level of the application programs or the end 

user. 

Data independence is isolating an upper level from the changes in the organization or 

structure of a lower level. For example, if changes in the file organization of a data file do 

not demand for changes in the functions in the DBMS or in the application programs, 

data independence is achieved. Thus Data Independence can be defined as immunity of 

applications to change in physical representation and access technique. The provision of 

data independence is a major objective for database systems. 

i) Reduced Maintenance 

Maintenance is less and easy, again, due to the centralized nature of the system. 
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2.3 Information System 

From business perspective, an information system is an organizational and management 

solution, based on information technology, to a challenge posed by the environment. 

(Ssebandeke,2007) 

2.3.1 Information Security 

It means protecting information and information systems from unauthorized access, use, 

disclosure, disruption, modification, or destruction.The terms information security, 

computer security and information assurance are frequently used interchangeably. These 

fields are interrelated and share the common goals of protecting the confidentiality, 

integrity and availability of information; however, there are some subtle differences 

between them. These differences lie primarily in the approach to the subject, the 

methodologies used, and the areas of concentration. Information security is concerned 

with the confidentiality, integrity and availability of data regardless of the form the data 

may take: electronic, print, or other forms. 

2.4.2 Basic Principles of Information System 

2.3.2.1 Confidentiality 

Confidentiality is the property of preventing disclosure of information to unauthorized 

individuals or systems. For example, a credit card transaction on the Internet requires the 

credit card number to be transmitted from the buyer to the merchant and from the 

merchant to a transaction processing network. The system attempts to enforce 

confidentiality by encrypting the card number during transmission, by limiting the places 

where it might appear (in databases, log files, backups, printed receipts, and so on), and 

by restricting access to the places where it is stored. If an unauthorized party obtains the 

card number in any way, a breach of confidentiality has occurred. 

2.3.2.2 Integrity 

In information security, integrity means that data cannot be modified without 

authorization. (This is not the same thing as referential integrity in databases.) Integrity is 

violated when an employee (accidentally or with malicious intent) deletes important data 
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files, when a computer virus infects a computer, when an employee is able to modify his 

own salary in a payroll database, when an unauthorized user vandalizes a web site, when 

someone is able to cast a very large number of votes in an online poll, and so on. 

2.3.2.3 Availability 

For any information system to serve its purpose, the information must be available when 

it is needed. This means that the computing systems used to store and process the 

information, the security controls used to protect it, and the communication channels used 

to access it must be functioning correctly. High availability systems aim to remain 

available at all times, preventing service disruptions due to power outages, hardware 

failures, and system upgrades. Ensuring availability also involves preventing denial-of

service attacks. 

2.3.2.4 Authenticity 

In computing, e-Business and information security it is necessary to ensure that the data, 

transactions, communications or documents ( electronic or physical) are genuine (i.e. they 

have not been forged or fabricated.) 

2.3.2.5 Non-repudiation 

In law, non-repudiation implies ones intention to fulfill their obligations to a contract. It 

also implies that one party of a transaction can not deny having received a transaction nor 

can the other party deny having sent a transaction. 

Electronic commerce uses technology such as digital signatures and encryption to 

establish authenticity and non-rep udiation 

2.3.3 Benefits of Information System 

It can perform calculations or process paper much faster than people. 

It helps compames learn more about the purchase patterns and preference of their 

customers. 
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It provides new efficiencies through services such as automated taller machine (ATMs), 

telephone system, or computer -controlled airplanes and air terminals. 

It has made possible new medical advances in surgery, radiology, and patient monitoring 

.the internet distributes information instantly to millions of people across the world. 

2.3.4 Management Information Systems 

Management information systems (MIS).Are the study of information systems focus on 

their use in business and management. MIS combines theoretical work of computer 

science, management and operations research with a practical orientation towards 

building systems and applications. 

Adopting a sociotechnical systems perspective help to avoid a purely technicalogical 

approach to information systems. I.e. the facts that information technology is rapidly 

declining in 3-cost and growing in power does not necessary or easily translate into 

productivity enhancement or bottom-line profit. 

2.6. Website 

According to Wikipedia, a website is a collection of web pages typically common to a 

particular domain name or subdomain on the world wide web on the internet, A website 

ma be the work of an individual, a business or others organization and is and is typically 

dedicated to some particular topic or purpose. A web portal is a site on the world wide 

web that typically providing a pathway to other content. 

Web site are written in or dynamically Converted to HTML (Hyper Text Markup 

Language) and are accessed using a software program called a Web browser also known 

as an HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol) client. web page can be viewed or otherwise 

accessed from a range of computer based and internet enabled devices of various sizes, 

including desktop computers ,laptop computers, PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants) And 

cell phones. 
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The main goal if the web is to define ,design ,build and make usable a development 

methodology and environment for interactive multimedia packages to design , build, and 

deliver information to the global market in form of advertising and e-business for SMSs 

The website is a collection of various electronic files, which contains specific information 

that is delivered via the internet. The two types of websites available are -Dynamic 

website and Static website. Both these types of websites differ in their features and usage. 

Similarly, both types have various merits as well as demerits. 

2.6.1 A Static Website 

A Static Website is one that has content that is not expected to change frequently and is 

manually maintained by some person or persons using some type of editor software. 

There are three broad categories of editor software used for this purpose which are: 

a. Text editor. Such as Notepad or TextEdit, where the HTML is manipulated 

directly within the editor program. 

b. WYSIWYG editors. Such as Microsoft FromPage and Macromedia. 

Dreamweaver, where the site is edited using a GUI interface and the underlying 

HTML is generated automatically by the editor software 

c. Template-based editors, such as Rapidweaver and iweb, which allow users to 

quickly create and upload websites to a web server without having to know 

anything about HTML,as they just pick a suitable tempale from a palette and add 

pictures and text to it in a DTP-like fashion without ever having to see any HTML 

code. 

2.6.2 A Dynamic Website 

Dynamic website is one that has frequently changing information or interacts with the 

user from various methods (HTTP cookies or database variables e.g. previous history, 

session variables, server side variables e.g. environmental data, etc.)or direct interaction 

(from elements mouseovers etc. When the web server receives a request for a given page 

is automatically retrieved from storage by the software in a given page request, thus 

opening up many possibilities, including for example: a site can be display the current 
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state of a dialogue between users, monitor a changing situation, or provide information in 

some way personalized to the requirements of the individual user. 

Dynamic websites are database based wherein the content is stored separate from the 

layout. When a web page is requested by the user, the content and layout are merged 

together and displayed. We make use of the PHP scripting language and associated open 

source products to develop dynamic websites. PHP is an open source server side scripting 

language that can be can be embedded within HTML code to dynamically generate 

content. (http:/ /www.open-source-development.com/static _dynamic_ site.shtml 

A web collection management policy is required to describe the roles and responsibilities 

of staff involved in the management of web delivered information and content that is 

published on the SMSs web portal. The publishing process is to make use of a manual or 

automated Content Management System (CMS) manages content. 

A dynamic website is required for content such as online databases, e-business, 

collaborative content, membership, private areas, knowledge base, a resume or jobs 

database, online shopping site etc. A dynamic web page is any web page which has 

content that is changed by a program or script at the time the page is requested. Dynamic 

website pages are pages that allow a user to set preferences regarding what kind of 

information will be displayed. 

A dynamic website is capable of engaging the visitor and impacting the business more 

dramatically. Dynamic website is required for content such as e-business, collaborative 

content, and member-only. Dynamic pages are most often customized to offer some form 

of personalization in the response displayed to the end customer. 

Dynamic pages are obviously beneficial, and although search engines may be able to 

index some of them, generally the pure volume alone is an inhibiting factor to most of the 

major search engines in the process of search engine optimization. 
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In an entirely dynamic website, all web contents are stored in a database and assembled 

into a web page when the page is requested. The dynamic site is essential when frequent 

change in website content is essential and also to reduce maintenance of the site for the 

users who do not know HTML. In dynamic websites when the content is retrieved it is 

merged with a template that provides components that are common to the whole site or 

sub sections of the site and also includes components that control the style of presentation 

for the user entered data. 

A dynamic Web page is a template that displays specific information in response to 

queries. Most of the page content comes from the database com1ected to the Web site. 

Visitors love them since they get quick access to the information they want. These sites 

are easy for webmasters to update: as product offerings or prices change, just edit your 

database instead of hundreds of individual Web pages. 

Visitors find information in a dynamic site by using a search query. That query can either 

be typed into a search form by the visitor or already be coded into a link on the home 

page - making the link a pre-defined search of the site's catalog. In that later case, the 

po1tion of the link containing the search parameters is called a 'query string. 

2.6.2.1 Merits of Dynamic Over Static Website 

A dynamic website offers many advantages which static websites cannot provide. In a 

dynamic website, users can interact with the site using various options and search criteria. 

Your online bank account web page is an example of a dynamic website. Search engines 

are also dynamic websites with the capabilities to search and present information as per 

your need. The information user enters into a dynamic website can be stored in a database 

such as Oracle or DB2. The dynamic website is developed using various web 

technologies such as Java, .NET, PHP, and CGI Script. Dynamic website is interactive 

fun for the surfer On the contrary, static websites do not provide any options where users 

can key-in his views or questions. The user needs to go through the entire site to look for 

the information needed. 
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2.6.2.2 Benefits 

Dynamic website offer several advantages over the static websites. These include: 

Clients can update the website with ease. Content Management Systems integrated with 

the solution enable users to easily upload, format and organize content appearing on the 

website. 

Database enabled websites make it easier to store and manage large amounts of data that 

is to be displayed on the website. The data stored in the database can be reused. 

Interactive elements and functionalities can be easily incorporated and managed. 

The full advantage of the Internet and its power can be obtained through dynamic 

websites. 

2.6.2.3 Features 

Some of the features that can be included in dynamic websites include the following: 

Interactive Components such as discussion forums, user registration processes, newsletter 

subscription etc. 

Personalized Services to users. User activity in the website can be tracked both implicitly 

and explicitly (through registration) to generate their preference and offer personalized 

services the next time they login to the website. 

Complex e-commerce based solutions such as online storefronts, ticket and 

accommodation booking systems etc can be built into dynamic websites. 

Image and Barmer management functionalities can be built into dynamic websites 

enabling clients to upload images and banners to the website. 

Querying functionalities can be built into the solutions that enable users to search for 

information available on the website. 
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Restrictive role based access can be provided in dynamic websites thereby ensuring 

security of data. 

2. 7 Online Transaction Processing 

Online transaction processing (OLTP) refers to a class of systems that facilitate and 

manage transaction-oriented applications, typically for data entry and retrieval transaction 

processing .. OL TP has also been used to refer to processing in which the system responds 

immediately to user requests. An automatic teller machine (ATM) for a bank is an 

example of a commercial transaction processing application. 

The technology is used in a number of industries, including banking, airlines, mailorder, 

supermarkets, and manufacturing. Applications include electronic banking, order 

processing, employee time clock systems, e-commerce, and eTrading. 

2.7.1 Requirements 

Online transaction processing increasingly requires support for transactions that span a 

network and may include more than one company. For this reason, new OLTP software 

uses client/server processing and brokering software that allows transactions to run on 

different computer platforms in a network. 

In large applications, efficient OLTP may depend on sophisticated transaction 

management software (such as CICS) and/or database optimization tactics to facilitate the 

processing of large numbers of concurrent updates to an OL IP-oriented database. 

For even more demanding decentralized database systems, OLTP brokering programs 

can distribute transaction processing among multiple computers on a network. OLTP is 

often integrated into SOA service-oriented architecture and Web services. 

2.7.2 Benefits 

Online Transaction Processing has two key benefits: simplicity and efficiency. 

Reduced paper trails and the faster, more accurate forecasts for revenues and expenses 

are both examples of how OLTP makes things simpler for businesses. It also provides a 
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concrete foundation for a stable organization because of the timely updating. Another 

simplicity factor is that of allowing consumers the choice of how they want to pay, 

making it that much more enticing to make transactions. OLTP is proven efficient 

because it vastly broadens the consumer base for an organization, the individual 

processes are faster, and it's available 24/7. 

2. 7 .3 Disadvantages 

It is a great tool for any organization, but in using OLTP, there are a few things to be 

wary of: the security issues and economic costs. 

One of the benefits of OLTP is also an attribute to a potential problem. The worldwide 

availability that this system provides to companies makes their databases that much more 

susceptible to intruders and hackers. 

For B2B transactions, businesses mnst go offline to complete certain steps of an 

individual process, causing buyers and suppliers to miss out on some of the efficiency 

benefits that the system provides. As simple as OLTP is, the simplest disruption in the 

system has the potential to canse a great deal of problems, causing a waste of both time 

and money. Another economic cost is the potential for server failures. This can cause 

delays or even wipe out an immeasurable amount of data 

2. 7 .3 The Benefits of a Business Website 

Web transitions website has listed the following to be those instant benefits of having a 

business website to a given enterprise. Examples 

a. Increased Market Size, Productivity and Efficiency 

Business website presence broadens the market reach for the business. Local retailers can 

market/ sell products across the country or the world. It provides organizations with the 

ability to present a central point of access (single portal URL) to data and organizational 

documentation while hosting the application and related data at multiple sites in a 

distributed network environment. 
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b. Reduced Information Distribution Costs 

Basically every business distributes some sort of information like product sell sheets, 

technical specifications, catalogs ,order forms, proposals, etc. a business website allows 

you to provide that information can be used to personalize the content for the user, 

providing better marketing opportunities. 

c. Expanded Availability to Customers 

A business website gives customers access to the business 24/7 with every little increase 

in overhead or employment costs. Having information allows the customers to at least 

look at their convenience. 

d. Increase Sales 

If a small business website includes an online shopping cati or e-commerce solution, a 

business can increase sales with little additional cost. 

e. Customers require it 

Customers expect every business today to have a website. This expectation requires one 

to have some sort of interactive, dynamic web presence and to have online ordering 

enabled. The internet makes it possible to communicate with your customers on their 

terms within their terms. It makes it possible to automate information dissemination and 

customer service. 

2.8 Web Database Application 

According to Valade Janet an application is a prograin or a group of programs designed 

for use by an end user (for exatnple, customers, members, circus acrobats, and so on). If 

the end user interacts with the application via a Web browser, the application is a Web

based or Web application. If the Web application requires the long term storage of 

information, using a database, it is a Web database application. A Web database 

application is designed to help a user accomplish a task. It can be a simple application 

that displays information in a browser window (for example, it displays current job 

openings when the user selects a job title) or a complicated program with extended 

functionality (for exainple, the book-ordering application at Amazon.com or the bidding 
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application at eBay). Not surprisingly, a Web database application consists of a database 

and an application i.e. The database is the long-term memory of your Web database 

application. The application can't fulfill its purpose without the database. However, the 

database alone is not enough. The application piece is the program or group of programs 

that performs the tasks. Programs create the display that the user sees in the browser 

window; they make your application interactive by accepting and processing information 

that the user types in the browser window and they store information in the database and 

get information out of the database. (The database is useless unless you can move data in 

and out.) The Web pages that you've previously created with HTML alone are static, 

meaning the user cru1't interact with the Web page. All users see the same Web page. 

Dynamic Web pages, on the other hru1d, allow the user to interact with the Web page. 

Different users might see different Web pages. For instance, one user looking at a 

furniture store's online product catalog might choose to view information about the sofas, 

whereas another user might choose to view information about coffee tables. To create 

dynamic Web pages, you must use another language in addition to HTML. One language 

widely used to make Web pages dynamic is JavaScript. JavaScript is useful for several 

purposes, such as mouseovers (for example, to highlight a navigation button when the 

user moves the mouse pointer over it) or accepting and validating information that users 

type into a Web form. However, it's not useful for interacting with a database. You 

wouldn't use JavaScript to move the information from the Web form into a database. 

PHP, however, is a language that is pruiiculru·ly well suited to interacting with databases. 

2.9 Macromedia Dreamweaver 

Macromedia Drerun weaver is a web development tool, created by Macromedia (now 

Adobe Systems), which is currently in version 8. Initial versions of the application served 

as simple WYSIWG HTML editors but versions that are more recent have incorporated 

notable suppo1i for mru1y other web technologies such as CSS, JavaScript and vru-ious 

server-side scripting frameworks. 

Dreamweaver allows users to preview websites in many browsers, provided that they are 

installed on their computers. It also has some site management tools, such as the ability to 
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find and replace lines of text or code by whatever parameters specified across the site, 

and a templatization feature for creating multiple pages with similar structures. The 

behaviors panel also enables use of basic JavaScript without any coding knowledge. With 

the advent of version MX, Macromedia incorporated dynamic content creation tools into 

Dreamweaver. In the spirit of HTML WYSIWYG tools, it allows users to connect to 

databases such as MYSQL to filter and display content using scripting technologies such 

as Active Server Pages (ASP), ASP.NET, ColdFusion, and JavaServer (JSP), PHP and 

more without any previous programming experience 

2.IOPHP 

PHP (Hypertext Preprocessor) is a reflective programming language originally designed 

for producing dynamic web pages. It is used mainly in server-side scripting, but can be 

used from a command line interface or in standalone graphical applications. Textual User 

Interfaces can also be created using ncurses. The whole implementation is produced by 

the PHP Group and released under the PHP license. It is considered free software by the 

Free Software Folmdation. 

PHP, a scripting language designed specifically for use on the Web, is your tool for 

creating dynamic Web pages. Rich in features that make Web design and programming 

easier, PHP is in use on over 13 million domains (according to the Netcraft survey at 

www.php.net/usage.php). Its popularity continues to grow, meaning that it must be 

fulfilling its function pretty well. In its early development by a guy named Rasmus 

Lerdorf, it was called Personal Home Page tools. When it developed into a full-blown 

language, the name was changed to be more in line with its expanded functionality. 

The PHP language's syntax is similar to the syntax of C, so if you have experience with 

C, you'll be comfortable with PHP. PHP is actually simpler than C because it doesn't use 

some of the more difficult concepts of C. PHP also doesn't include the low-level 

programming capabilities of C because PHP is designed to program Web sites and 

doesn't require those capabilities. 
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PHP is paiiicularly strong in its ability to interact with databases. PHP supports pretty 

much every database you've ever heard of (and some you haven't). PHP handles 

connecting to the database and communicating with it. 

You don't need to know the technical details for connecting to a database or for 

exchanging messages with it. You tell PHP the name of the database and where it is, and 

PHP handles the details. It connects to the database, passes your instructions to the 

database, and returns the database response to you. 

2.10.1 Advantages of PHP 

The popularity of PHP is growing rapidly because of its many advantages: 

1. It's fast. Because it is embedded in HTML code, the response time is short. 

11. It's inexpensive - free, in fact. PHP is proof that free lunches do exist and that you 

can get more than you paid for. 

m. It's easy to use. PHP contains many special features and functions needed to create 

dynamic Web pages. The PHP lai1guage is designed to be included easily in an HTML 

file. 

1v. It can run on many operating systems. It runs on a wide variety of operating systems 

Windows, Linux, Mac OS, and most varieties of Unix. 

v. Technical support is widely available. A large base of users provides free support via 

e-mail discussion lists. 

v1. It's secure. The user does not see the PHP code. 

vu. It's designed to support databases. PHP includes functionality designed to interact 

with specific databases. It relieves you of the need to know the technical details 

required to communicate with a database. 

v111. It's customizable. The open source license allows programmers to modify the PHP 

software, adding or modifying features as needed to fit their own specific 

environments. 
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2.10.2 Usage 

PHP generally runs on a wed server, taking PHP code as its input and creating Web pages 

as output, however it is also popular for command-line and client-side GUI applications. 

PHP can be deployed on most web servers and on almost every OS platform free of 

charge. The PHP group also provides the complete source code for users to build, 

customize, and extend for their own use. 

PHP is an embedded scripting language when used in Web pages. This means that PHP 

code is embedded in HTML code. You use HTML tags to enclose the 

PHP language that you embed in your HTML file - the same way that you would use 

other HTML tags. You create and edit Web pages containing PHP the same way that you 

create and edit regular HTML pages. 

The PHP software works in coajunction with the Web server. The Web server is the 

software that delivers Web pages to the world. When you type a URL into your Web 

browser, you're sending a message to the Web server. 

URL, asking it to send you an HTML files. The Web server responds by sending the 

requested file. Your browser reads the HTML file and displays the Web page. You also 

request the Web server to send you a file when you click a link in a Web page. In 

addition, the Web server processes a file when you click a Web page button that submits 

a form. 

2.10.3 Server-side Scripting 

Originally designed to create dynamic web pages, PHP s principal focus is server-side 

scripting. While running the PHP parser with a web server and web browser, the PHP 

model can be compared to other server-side scripting languages such as Microsoft s 

ASP.NET system, Sun Microsystems JavaServer pages, as they provide dynamic content 

to the client from a web server. The XAMPP architecture has become popular in web 

industry as a way of deploying inexpensive, reliable, scalable, secure web applications. 

PHP is commonly used as the Pin this bundle alongside Apache, MYSQL, FileZillaFTP, 

and Mercury. PHP can be used with a large number of relational database management 
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systems, runs on all of the most popular web servers, and is available for many different 

operating systems. This flexibility means that PHP has a wide installation base across the 

Internet; over 18 million Internet domains are cunently hosted on servers with PHP 

installed. 

2.10.4 Syntax 

PHP primarily acts as a filter. The PHP program takes input from a file or stream 

containing text and special PHP instructions and output another stream of data for 

display. From PHP4, the PHP parser compiles input to produce byte code for processing 

by the Zend Engine, giving improved performance over its interpreter predecessor. 

2.11 MySQL 

MySQL is a relational database management system (RDBMS) which has more than 11 

million installations. The program runs as a server providing multi-user access to a 

number of databases. 

MySQL is a freely available open source Relational Database Management System 

(RDBMS], a database engine of sorts that uses Structured Query Language (SQL). SQL 

is the most popular language for adding, accessing, and processing data in a database, and 

is most noted for its rapid processing, proven reliability, and ease and flexibility of use. 

Best mate for PHP, MySQL is part in almost every open source application. Good 

examples for use of its power are phpBB, osCommerce, and phpNuke. 

MySQL is a fast, easy-to-use RDBMS used for databases on many Web sites. Speed was 

the developers' main focus from the beginning. In the interest of speed, they made the 

decision to offer fewer features than their major competitors (for instance, Oracle and 

Sybase ). However, even though MySQL is less full featured than its commercial 

competitors, it has all the features needed by the large majority of database developers. 

It's easier to install and use than its commercial competitors, and the difference in price is 

strongly in MySQL's favor. 
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2.11.1 Advantages ofMySQL 

MySQL is a popular database with Web developers. Its speed and small size make it ideal 

for a Web site. Add to that the fact that its open source, which means free, and you have 

the foundation of its popularity. Here is a rundown of some of its advantages: 

i. It's fast. The main goal of the folks who developed MySQL was speed. 

Consequently, the software was designed from the beginning with speed in mind. 

11. It's inexpensive. MySQL is free under the open source GPL license, and the fee for a 

commercial license is very reasonable. 

m. It's easy to use. You can build and interact with a MySQL database by using a few 

simple statements in the SQL language, which is the standard language for 

communicating with RDBMSs. Check out Chapter 4 for the lowdown on the SQL 

language. 

1v. It can run on many operating systems. MySQL runs on a wide variety of operating 

systems - Windows, Linux, Mac OS, most varieties of Unix (including Solaris, AIX, 

and DEC Unix), FreeBSD, OS/2, Irix, and others. 

v. _ Technical support is widely available. A large base of users provides free support 

via mailing lists. The MySQL developers also participate in the e-mail lists. You can 

also purchase technical support from MySQL AB for a very small fee. 

v1. It's secure. MySQL's flexible system of authorization allows some or all database 

privileges (for example, the privilege to create a database or delete data) to specific 

users or groups of users. Passwords are encrypted. 

Vil. It supports large databases. MySQL handles databases up to 50 million rows or 

more. The default file size limit for a table is 4GB, but you can increase this (if your 

operating system can handle it) to a theoretical limit of 8 million terabytes (TB). 

Vil!. It's customizable. The open source GPL license allows programmers to modify the 

MySQL software to fit their own specific environments. 
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2.10.2 Uses 

a. MySQL is a database management system. 

A database is a structured collection of data. It may be anything from a simple shopping 

list to a picture gallery or the vast amounts of information in a corporate network. To add, 

access, and process data stored in a computer database, you need a database management 

system such as MySQL Server. Since computers are very good at handling large amounts 

of data, database management systems play a central role in computing, as standalone 

utilities, or as parts of other applications. 

b. MySQL is a relational database management system. 

A relational database stores data in separate tables rather than putting all the data in one 

big storeroom. This adds speed and flexibility. The SQL part of "MySQL" stands for 

"Structured Query Language." SQL is the most common standardized language used to 

access databases and is defined by the ANSI/ISO SQL Standard. 

c. MySQL software is Open Source. 

Open Source means that it is possible for anyone to use and modify the software. 

Anybody can download the MySQL software from the Internet and use it without paying 

anything. If you wish, you may study the source code and change it to suit your needs. 

d. The MySQL Database Server is very fast, reliable, and easy to use. 

If that is what you are looking for, you should give it a try. MySQL Server also has a 

practical set of features developed in close cooperation with our users. 

MySQL Server was originally developed to handle large databases much faster than 

existing solutions and has been successfully used in highly demanding production 

environments for several years. Although under constant development, MySQL Server 

today offers a rich and useful set of functions. Its com1ectivity, speed, and security make 

MySQL Server highly suited for accessing databases on the Internet. 
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e. MySQL Server works in client/server or embedded systems. 

The MySQL Database Software is a client/server system that consists of a multi-threaded 

SQL server that supports different backends, several different client programs and 

libraries, administrative tools, and a wide range of application programming interfaces 

(APis). 

f. We also provide MySQL Server as an embedded multi-tlu·eaded library that you can 

link into your application to get a smaller, faster, easier-to-manage standalone product. 

2.12. United Parcel Service (UPS)-Shipments 

UPS has provided the means for customers to track their shipments to determine the 

status and whereabouts of a particular package for some time; this was accomplished 

over the telephone. Customers would call UPS with the tracking number . Operator would 

look up the status of the shipment and relay the information to the customer. Servicing 

cost was about $2 per call 

UPS created a Web site (ups.com} in 1996-97 that enabled customers to: 

(1) Track their shipments online, 

(2) Determine the cost and transit time for delivery of a package, 

(3) Schedule a package for pickup, 

(4) Locate the nearest drop-off facility 

UPS site services over 4 million online tracking requests per day 

2.12.1 Also offers 

Option of tracking their packages through wireless devices 

A set of e-commerce solutions and a technology infrastructure that enables other 

companies to incorporate UPS' online order entry, shipping, and tracking capabilities 

E-commerce tools and services for managing a an enterprises' overall supply chain 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.0 Introduction 

The chapter presents the methods and procedures that were used to collect and analyze 

data. It discusses how respondents were selected, how the data was collected and 

analyzed. 

3.1 Study Area and Population 

Elegantly situated in Kampala City Centre Jinja road, Nina Interiors is a leader in the 

furnishing industry in Uganda.With 2000sq. meters of showroom, workshop and 

warehouse all under one roof. It has over thirty five full-time employees and five 

branches 

3.2 Data Collection Tools 

The following data collection tools were used in this study: 

3.2.1 Interviewing 

Interview method was used because it provides an avenue for direct contact with the 

respondent, free interaction and first hard information. Usually, interviews yield the 

richest data; provide details, new insights and the opportunity to explore topics in depth. 

They also afford the ability to experience the affective as well as cognitive aspects of 

responses. They allow the interviewer to explain or help clarify questions, increasing the 

likelihood of useful responses and increase the flexibility in administering the interview 

to paiiicular individuals or circumstances. 

Three top managers and five employees for each of the four depaiiments of accounts, 

sales, procurements and marketing were interviewed. 
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3.2.2 Observations 

Observation was used as an additional method for data collection to emich the data 

obtained through the interview and also as a check list for the data provided. Accurate 

information would be collected on behavior of people and processes through observation 

it involved systematically watching and recording behavior and characteristics of 

employees and different business phenomena at Nina interior designs. 
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3.3 The Waterfall Model 

The waterfall model was used in the development process in which development was 

seen as flowing steadily downwards through the phases of requirements analysis, design, 

implementation, testing (validation), integration, and maintenance. Thus the waterfall 

model maintained that one should move to a phase only when its preceding phase was 

completed and perfected.( wikipedia.org/wiki/Waterfall_ model) 

Figure 0-2 Waterfall Model 

3.3.1 Requirement Analysis and Design 

Analyst gathered the requirements for the system. This stage included a detailed study of 

the business needs of the organization. Design focused on high level design like, what 

programs were needed and how they were going to interact, low-level design (how the 

individual programs were going to work), interface design (what were the interfaces 

going to look like) and data design (what data would be required).During these phases, 

the software's overall structure was defined. The logical system of the product is 

developed in this phase. 
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3.3.2 Implementation 

In this phase the designs were translated into code. Programming tools like Compilers, 

Interpreters, and Debuggers were used to generate the code. Different high level 

programming languages i.e. PHP, MSQL and Macromedia were used for coding 

3.3.3 Testing 

In this phase the system was tested. Programs ware written as a series of individual 

modules, this subjected to separate and detailed test. The system was tested as a whole 

and then the separate modules were brought together and tested as a complete system. 

The system was tested to ensure that interfaces (login) between modules work, the system 

worked on the intended platform and with the expected volume of data and that the 

system did what the user required. 
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4. 0 Introduction 

CHAPTER FOUR 

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 

In this phase the study the current system was analyzed Sin details. During the 

requirement citation phase the researcher dete1mined the requirements of proposed 

system accurately, understood the system developers deliver a proper system to the end 

users in limited time and limited budget. 

4.1 Nina Interiors Activities 

As discussed in chapter one, Nina interior is a leader in the furnishing industry in 

Uganda. With 200sq.meters of showroom, workshop and warehouse all under one roof, 

the company has a product and service line that broadly includes office furniture, 

domestic furniture, curtain fabrics\blinds and accessories, miscellanies items. 

4.1.1 Purchase of Goods by Nina Interiors 

The entire process of purchasing goods begins when Nina interiors carry out an 

inventory/stock taking to find out the available stock that has been sold. This enables 

them to know the precise number of items on their shelves and storage areas in order to 

place orders to their suppliers. 

Once a particular material is below the set threshold value, Nina interiors through its 

purchasing officer makes a purchase requisitions to the manufacturing company, which 

supplies that given item. Since Nina interiors suppliers are mainly in Asians countries it 

contact them by phone and postal mails. On receiving the purchase requisition from Nina 

Interiors, the manufacturing company a list of available goods and their corresponding 

prices, which it transmit to Nina interiors. 

On receiving a list of available goods and their prices, Nina interiors places a purchase 

order to the manufacturing company. The orders that Nina usually makes are in large 
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quantities. When the manufacturing company receives the order, it will have to make sure 

that it delivers the requested goods on the agreed schedule. 

The delivery period of goods from the manufactures usually begins on the day Nina 

receives the order confirmation letter and ends on the day goods leave the supplier .incase 

of later alternations to the order made by Nina ,which may have an effect on the delivery 

period begins on the confirmation of the alternation. When the goods are received, the 

purchasing officer confirms the receipt of the goods and under delivery of ordered goods. 

At Nina they are safely stored in their warehouses. 

4.1.2 Payment 

Once goods are delivered to Nina's interiors, they come along with the invoice, which 

will be doe within a given period of the agreed time between the two parties. Both the 

cash and the cheques make payment. 

4.1.3 Sale of Goods by Nina Interiors 

Nina interiors sell its stork directly to its ultimate consumers as per their requirement. 

Nina has a loyal client base that includes government, embassies multinationals, 

multilateral agencies, donor agencies, large companies, discerning individuals and 

neighboring countries. 

Nina interiors are currently using a manual system to make its business transaction. 

Government, corporate companies and large institutions initiate the purchase of goods 

from Nina interiors by sending requisitions of the goods they want. It then becomes the 

responsibilities of sales depaiiment to draft a quotation of available goods as per the 

requisitions and then stipulate the current prices of the respective goods, which it 

transmits back to the given client. When the clients receive the quotation list and it's 

approved, they place the purchase order. Nina will immediately service this standing 

order by delivering goods to the destinations of that client together with an invoice stating 

the total cost of the goods. The account clack in the accounting depaiiment is notified of 

the quantity and price of goods delivered, who in returns write an invoice. Some 

compai1ies/organizations and individuals place their orders with cash. 
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Clients make their payment to Nina interiors by both cash and cheques. 

Nina interiors designs deal in a wide variety of furnishing products, which are 

categorized into office furniture, domestic furniture, curtain fabrics and accessories, 

miscellaneous. 

I. Office Furniture 

Office furniture includes: 

A. Modular furniture-, which contains desks, bookshelves and cabinets 

B. Executive furniture-which contains desks, bookshelves and cabinets 

1. Chairs i.e. high backs, medium backs, low backs, secretarial drafting/counter, 

reception 

11. -Steel consisting of filling cabinets, flip charts, projects screens and white boards 

n1. Accessories consisting of notice board, flip charts, project screens and white board. 

2 .Domestic Furniture 

Domestic furniture is categorized into living room, dining room, bed room and garden. 

A. living room consists of: 

1. Sofas made ofleather, fabric and budget. 

11. Tables i.e. coffee tables, nest of tables and console tables. all of them made in both 

wood and grass. 

u1. Ente1iainment centers consisting of: TV stands in large, small and medium sizes. 

1v. Others which include: bar furniture, dividers and the screens. 

V. 

B. Dining Furniture is categorized into: 

1. Table in both glass and the wood(sizes of 12,10,8,6and 4 setters) 

11. Chairs i.e. side chairs and arm chairs. 

u1. Buffet and hutch/china cabinet 

1v. Sideboard 

v. Food trolley 

C. Bedroom Furniture is categorized into 
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1. Beds i.e. double, king, single, double-checkers and baby cots 

II. Overseeing table with mirror and stool 

III. Wardrobes 

IV. Linen chests 

v. Bedroom chairs 

v1. Bedside table 

vn. Children study tables 

D. Garden Furniture is categorized into: 

1. Tables 

11. Chairs 

III. Umbrellas in singles or in sets 

3. Fabrics and Accessories 

Under this category of furniture Nina has fabrics, workshops items, cmiain accessories, 

blinds, lighting, flooring Vases and wall pictures 

A. Fabric consists of: 

1. Cmiains 

II. Netting 

III. Upholstery 

IV. Lining 

V. Plastics 

B. Workshop items consist of: 

1. Stiff 

11. Lampshade 

111. Glue(It, stick- roll, stick-melt) 

IV. Staples 

v. Brass pins, webbing, springs, foam chips, foam and pillow fiber 

C. Curtain accessory consists of: 
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1. Hooks 

11. Runners 

u1. Rails 

1v. End stoppers, ext wires, screw hooks, screw eyes, rings, pins 

hook, poles 

v. And extension tracks. 

v1. Curtain tape including; 3 "pencil pleat,3 pinch pleat, French 

pleat goblet, I" tape and eyelet tape. 

vu. Tie backs and tie backs hooks 

D. Blinds i.e. Venetian, wooden, bamboo, roller and roman. 

E. lighting i.e. Shades, table lamps, standing lambs, wall light, ceiling lights and garden 

lihts. 

F. Flooring includes; doormats, carpet rugs, and wall to wall carpet. 

G. Decor includes: artificial flowers, artificial trees, feather, marbles, crystals, and 

flower Vases and wall pictures. 

4. Domestic Appliances 

Nina interiors supplies domestic appliances which include: 

1. Fridges 

11. Cookers 

u1. Kettles etc 

Outlines of Activities Carried on When a Client Places an Order 

1. Client makes requisition 

11. Nina transmits a quotation of goods/services available 

u1. Client places a purchase of orders of requested goods 

1v. Goods are delivered with a delivery note and the invoice. 

v. Clients acknowledge receipt of goods. 
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4.2 Description of the existing system 

4.2.1 A Static Website 

Nina interiors are currently using a Static web site which is mainly focused on showing 

permanent information, where the navigators are limited by it to obtain the data. It can 

not interact with information, without interacting with the visited web page. This web is 

not able to suppott web applications as intelligent data base managers, forums, 

consultations on line, intelligent e-mails. It just offers a description of its enterprise, like, 

who we are, where we are, our services. It is ideal to those who just want to inform their 

clients about their products and about the profile of the company. 

This Nina website has content that are not expected to change frequently and is manually 

maintained by some person or persons using some type of editor software ie Text editor 

WYSIWYG editors ,and Template-based editors. 

4.2.2 Problems of the Current System 

1. Enormous paper work: Nina interiors send and receive most of their businesses 

transactions repott by post. 

11. More time consuming: it takes a lot of time to compare company periodical reports 

since it is cumbersome to handle all the papers and prepare the consolidated reports 

required by the top management. 

111. Wastage of space due the large volumes used to make different transactions in various 

departments more usual files are needed which end up taking a lot of space, hence 

makes it hard to search for the required records. 

1v. Improper compilation: due to the tedious process of handling huge volumes of paper, 

the compilation could go wrong on different occasions. 

v. Delays in correspondence: due to the postal delays to and from the clients and 

suppliers, usually compiled client orders and transactions don't reflect correct 

information 
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4.2.3 Possible Solutions to the Current Systems 

The drawbacks of the cu1Tent system can be addressed by putting m place online 

computerized system. This will provide greater accuracy and more flexibility in the types 

of information and reports that can be generated by the program that can be obtained with 

a manual inventory system. Other advantages of computerized system include: 

1. Elimination of paper work: little or no paper work will be involved m the 

transaction of the business online; this will therefore ensures efficiency in the whole 

system. 

11. Less time consuming: query facility is possible i.e. in the computerized system ,so it 

takes less time in accessing the computerized system to know the status of the 

different business clients and suppliers 

111. Accurate compilation: reduces unnecessary file work and computerized reports 

1v. Globally accessible: web based system so that can be accessed thought the world, it 

is accessible only to the permitted users and provide easy access with query facility. 

4.3 The Proposed System 
The proposed system is intended to help Nina interiors to make transaction online speedy, 

accurate and meet their entire user and company needs as much as minimize cost and 

maximize profits. That is, due to the fact that clients will have to browse the Nina 

interiors website at a low cost, get to know about the company, find out the prices of 

specialties, know the specialties, and even order online without incuning much cost and 

labour 

4.3.1 Requirements of the Proposed System 

4.3.1.1 Functional and Non Functional Requh-ements 

Once a new system is put in place, it is expected to do the following: 

1. The system is supposed to process a price inqui1y sheet according to the purchase 

requisitions, and should transmit the price inquiry sheets to their corresponding clients 

11. The system should transmit quotations to the buyer server according to the said 

received price inquiry sheets. 

111. The system expected to capture customer order information. 
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1v. The system is supposed to process delivery a1Tangements for the purchasing 

organizations( client) 

v. The system put in the place should transmit a requisition form to the supplier if the 

goods in the ware houses go below the threshold point. 

v1. The system is expected to offer fast and efficient work to accomplish all the business 

transactions locally and internationally. 

vn. The system should offer enough authentication and security so that the database 

information is not co1Tupted. 

v111. The system shall provide appropriate access to the users to search for results and other 

information 

4.4.1.2 Software Requirements 

The following are software requirement for Nina interiors information systems 

1. Mysql database software 

11. PHP 

111. Apache server 

1v. Dreamweaver 

4.3.1.3 Hardware Requirement: 

Nina interiors should acquire the following hardware devices in order to achieve the 

fastest and most reliable system: 

Five (5 personal desktop computers having the following features 

1. Pentium 4 CPUs at speed of2.0-3.06 GHz 

11. System RAM: there should be minimum amount of RAM, with 256-512 MB 

111. Hard Dive. A 20 GB (ATA 100 or ATA 133) hard drive is about the smallest drive 

this pc you would want. 

1v. Video card. For 3D applications should pick a good name brand AGP graphics card 

with 16MB or greater of video memory. 

v. Network adapter : An active LAN adapter (Ethernet or token ring, installed and 

configured) 
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v1. Computer case. ATX mid-tower or tower case (with at least a couple of free drive 

bays) with power supply. 

v11. 17" Monitor display. 

4.4 Logical Design 
This covers what the system will do, describe the functional requirements and also 

conceptualize what the system will do to solve problems that were identified in the 

analysis. 
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Data Flow Diagram for Nina Interior System 

DATA FLOW DIAGRAM FOR NINA INTERIORS 
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Figure 0-3 Data flow Diagram for Nina Interiors 

4.5 Design Physical 

Figure 0-4 Data flow Diagram for Nina Interiors System 
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Interface Design 

4.5.1.1 Input Design 

Proceed to Checkout 

The screenshot displays the contact information form for Nina Interiors form for placing 

orders. 

Figure 0-5 Proceed to Checkout Screenshot Form 

:li'"' ... , ........ "'''' ,,,. """" ,,.,,.,,.,." 

» ADMINISTRATE « 

My Onlirie Store pfHR,@f'f ;:;I +sJ.,.ta:ilStj 

Nina Interiors LTD 

Proceed to checkout 

"First mime: 

.. Last name: 

• Email: 

Phone number: 

"' required 

.d 
Address, I 

We are Elegantly situated in 

f~c--~"~-··~·-~-_,•-~'~'•-· -· '~-,-··-,,•··--~' -,-=-------,•-------~----i--,-.--1'."~ r:~: r-1-:-· r:! f~,J Local intrnnet 
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Figure 0-6 A screenshot for a Creating New Product Form 

This screenshot displays a form used to create new form for Nina Interiors system. 

DINING ROOM (6) [<rl 

LIVING ROOM (7) l<rl 
MISCELLANEOUS (1 0) ~ = (11)[<'1 

PRODI ICTS (O) L!tii 

[Add] 

Create new product 

Parent: I Root .:ii 
-------

Product name 

Product code 

Price, UGX ------
(number only): 

List price, UGX -
0
------

(number only): 

!n stock: fi7 

Picture 

(picture not uploaded) 

Thumbnail 

(picture not uploaded) 

Enlarged picture 

(picture not uploaded) 
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Figure 0-7 A Screenshot for my Shopping 

This screenshot shows the form for my shopping cart where the quantity of the items 
selected are indicated and their prices. 

» ADMINISTRATE « 

lseo.rch produds_ 

My shopping cart: 

[2451] Living Room ~ Shs 1000000 .00 0 

Total: Shs1000000.00 

I Update>! 

Nina Interiors LTD Procee_d to checkout_ 

We are Elegantly situated in 
'-'-···--·- ,..,,.,.,.._,_,. .. _,.. I-Ii! ' ......... C ·- .. • ---, .......... - ....... J. I 

±tfsta'r_tjjj--:~ €)/,>>-;)Jl:''2,'E'p11i1f0' ~r fb£,~Jrid~~s'E¼;i,:~1 ,!~Jmw~Uthli;.~-rie:th:-,,,' 114EI Nina''Interiors ... r<~B <t.~-~@';, 3139 PM 
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4.5.1.2 Output 
The interface (Front End) is what the user uses to interact with the database (Backend). 

The interface was designed in Dreamweaver and php so as to create a dynamic site that 

can perform search on the database and display results to the user. 
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Figure 0-8 A screenshot of the Home Page of the Nina Interiors Website 

Nina Interiors LTD 

We are Elegantly situated in 
Kampala City Centre$ 

Nina Interiors Ltd 

jseerch produds 

Welcome to Nina Interiors Online Store! 

Elegantly situated in Kampal;:i City Centre, Nina Interiors is a leader in the furnishing 
industry in Uganda. With 2000sq. meters of showroom, workshop and warehouse all 
under one roof, the company has a product and service line that broadly includes: 

Special offers 

Bed 1 Bed 3 
Shs1200000.00 Shs900000.00 

..!.l 

The screenshot above shows the different windows to be viewed on the Nakana coffee 

Factory home page. That is the products form, specialty form, News form, order online 

form, and a few others. 
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Figure 0-9 A screens hot of Nina Interiors Products Form. 

» ADMINISTRATE « 

Home: Nina Interior Products: 

The best home and office furniture in Uganda 

ACCESORIES (OJ 
MISCELLANEOUS (10) 
OFFICE (11) 
CURTAINS (5) 
DINING ROOM (5) 
LIVING ROOM (7) 
BED ROOM (9) 

Highest rated products: 

The screenshot above shows an output of different windows products to be viewed on the 

Nina interiors LTD. It is the products windows where the client selects the items they 

require. 
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Figure 0-10 A Screenshot of Nina Interiors Output of Dining Room Products Form. 

The Figure below display the output of Nina Interior dining room products 

» ADMINISTRATE « 

p ;z.:u:4 f1¥Mf 9£@1 .. :.:w .. @q Jsearch products iQffeY 

Home: Nina Interior Products: DINING ROOM: 

Dinning room 

Price: Shs1 5000000.00 

Dinning room 

Price: Shs1 600000.00 

Dinning room 
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Figure 0-11 A Screenshot of Nina Interiors Out put of Office Products Form. 

These screenshot displays Nina Interiors out put of office products and their prices. 

l!@'.l 

Nina Interiors LTD 

We are Elegantly situated in 
Kampala City Centres 

Home: Nina Interior Products: OFFICE: 

5871 

Price: Shs215000.00 

more info ... 

Office 

Price: Shs200000.00 

Office 

Price: Shs240000.00 

_..,., .. :.t,. 

I 1•·1 !71·· ~localintranet 
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Figure 0-12 A Screenshot of the Mysql Database Creation for Categories 

~;;I',/~" 
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!IT! fab]e'(_pi-,!'1 
!ill user 

qiierY \-viridow 

f;t\1 

.. ;r-;4170;ii74ih:t:~;'.'~\-:}:' ,,,-:; .• ..l~J.~J 
I .fr 

Database mysql - Table ss_categories running on local/Jost 

Browse I I SQL I Select I [ Insert I I Operations! 

Field Type At!flbutes Null Default Extra Action 

r:: :care:aorv'iri< J-1,rlt(1)Jf;\_f;> -;/-(NO>< -~~foiJtiC(e1~-eni,; ta n ::!it w, e1 
r name var~har(255) 

r picture _varchar(30) 
r: -pro'du:;;i';{oo_-gn-c■,'_iitnTn/ _iritifff ,_, 

Yes NULL 

Yes NULL 

Yu NUtL 

t_ Check All / Uncheck All With selected: Qt' ff 

i<t " !ll Ill l§l 

.f • W Ill l§l 

0n!IlWE1 
0 • 
0' " !ll Ill l§l 

0 ft. iii Ill l§l 

Indexes, [Documentation] Space usage: Row Statistic: 
Keynai-ne Tyjie Ciirdinality 'Action Field Type Usage Statements 
PRIMARY PRIMARY B Drop Edit categorylD Data 1,636 Bytes Format dynamk 

ln_?ex 2,048 Bvtes ROWs £1 
The above screenshot shows the creation of database contact form using MySQL and Php 

my admin. 
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Figure 0-13 A screenshot of the MySql Database Creation for Order_cart 

~;1A;a0~+

Horl1e 

jmysql (11) 

inysql 
l!!I CO!uinn(.Priv 
ffi.1 •·db --

fill fUnC 
1lil ho'st·: 

El 

rm _:._s_'_ca_te"gorle:, 
fill ss,.:J.irdered;carts 
ffil Ss;orders 
!TI! S$.,:pr.odiJct:; 
rm ii's::,·sPecia1:offers 
ffi! ti!l"blf/$:_:pri'v 
tl1l user 

Ouerv window 

Database mysql • Table ss_ordered_carts running on localhost 

r•------. ---~ ----
: Browse ! SQL ! SClect 

Fi•ld Type. Artriht9a.NUII Oif1lllt EXfra ActiOn 
r nliid,rjl1 irit(11J. . -/ 'Np, o· .. .;r .• iii Ill El l1 

1 J>Illorlll inl(11) No 0 

J:< norn,: .o~,!~56) ·,. ·- .:•Y11 NUUc · 

r- Pde_• float Yes NULL 

r, au,~tity .i~1(11J.·.:'" •. Yu NULL 

t.._ Check All / Uncheck AU With selected: g 11' 

11!1 ft [!J [!J el .Tl 

l:a · w Ill. Ill i.J .J.I 

l1!I ft 

i;t • !ll 
[!J GI IE! 

l:iJ ill 

~rl 

·11 

Indexes : {Documentation] Space usage . Row Statistic ; 
Statements KC.ynrime· Type Cardinality Action Field 

PRIMARY PRIMARY 5 Drop Edit product!D 
orderlD 

Create an index on j1 columns~ 

Type Usage 
Data 1,360_ Bytes 

Index 2,048 Bytes 
TCit'a( : 3;4,08 BY,f!?s 

Format fixed 
Rows 
Row 
length rs 

Val 

The above screenshot shows the creation of database contact form using MySQL and Php 

my admin. 
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Figure 0-14 A Screenshot of the MySql Database Creation for Product 

Home 

Jmysql (11) 

1riyS'tjl 
fill co!umns_prlv 
!ill db 
fill furlc 
fi!L host 
fill', st..:._c&Jf g_ories: 
fill: ss_ordered..:,c11rl:s: 
fill ;;:;..:,orders 
fill :;s_pr6ducts 
IT!.! !:-S_$pecial_offers 
fill tab[e.$_priv' 

fill user 

pi1ery-W!ndQw 

l~foone 

Database mysql - Table ss_products running on /ocalhost 

~~;j I Browse I ! SQL 11 Select I ; Insert Export ioperationsl I Empty I r 

Type Attributes Muff Default Extra Action Field 

r aioo11ctii , --:: frit(jJi;l!)tr ·" ::;"f~:\t~_q)fL' ~--~t?jnc_r_~m:,nr 0 11; ui rrr ,@ JJ 

r categoryJD 

I Price 

r pi_ct~rf 
I in_stock 

-r i:t'hti~'.bn-~i_f,,; 
r customer_i/otes 

r big_plcture 
r ~riablid ... 

◄ . 

int(11) 

varcha!(255) . 

float 
<:X~lBH,-1@)::-> ___ _ 

int(11) 

. voroh!r~O) 

int(11) 

varchar(30) 

'f,,t/Nt · 

Yes NULL 

. YH NULL 

YH NULL 

. YH NULL 

Yes NULL 

¥••· /1ULL 
No 0 

0u!Il!ils!JJ 

!!l • m lil Iii ill 
Gi:f ft J) ,d /?[ !II 

0 • Ii] (il liJ 

!21n!it!ll@lJJ 

i!! • · fll ID ii til 
0 n w m @l :11 

.:I • 111 !iJ ii .'.!] 

Qfa[l)[Il@J'.J:i 

'i! • fll ru ii _u 
21 n 00 l.Il @ til 
,., '" [I ~ ,oftw ~~ 

MySql database creation for product 

The above screenshot shows the creation of database contact form using MySQL and Php 

admin. 
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4.6 File and Database Design 

PRODUCTS 

Field Data type Length 
Product-ID Int 11 
Category Int 11 
Name Varchar 255 
Description Text 
Customer-rating float 
Price float 
Picture Varchar 30 
In-stock int 11 
Thumbnail Varchar 30 
Customer-votes int 11 
Items - sold int 11 
Big -picture Varchar 30 
Enable int 11 
Brief - description text 11 
List -price float 
Product - code Varchar 25 

Table I Product Data Table 

ORDERED-CARTS 

Field Data type Length 
Product -ID int 11 
Order ID int 11 
Name char 255 
pnce float 
Quality int 11 

Table 2 Order-Carts 
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CATEGORY 

Field 
Category ID 
name 
parent 
Product - count 
Description 
Picture 
Product- count -admin 

Table 3 Category Data Table 

ORDERS 

Field 
Ordered ID 
Order time 
Cust firstname 
Cust lastname 
Cust email 
Cust_country 
Cust_zip 
Cust state 
Cust_city 
Cust address 
Cust__phone 

Table 4 Order Data Table 

SPECIAL OFFERS 

Field 
OfferID 
Product ID 
So1i order 

Table 5 Special Data Table 

Data type 
Int 
varchar 
int 
int 
text 
varchar 
int 

Data type 
int 
datatime 
Varchar 
Varchar 
Varchar 
Varchar 
Varchar 
Varchar 
Varchar 
Varchar 
Varchar 

Data type 
int 
int 
int 
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30 
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Length 
11 
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5.7 Context Level Diagram 

The context level diagram models the system as one process box, which represent the 

scope of the system. It still identifies external entities and related inputs and outputs 

Figure 0-15 Context Level Diagram 

Customer I 
I I ,, 

Rejected 
Enquiry Customer Invoice 

Quotation Order 

' 
Invoice/Goods 

/ ' 
Level 0 Order for 

Supplies 
i 

I 

Supplies Nina interiors 
.I Supplier ., 

Accounts 
I Procurement Payments 

,, I Payments 
system -

i 
-

Client payments Supplies information 

Financial reports 

Pay advice 

' 

Receipts Stock clearance 
Stock request Data 

Stores Dept 

Context Level Diagram 
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Figure 0-16 Entity Relationship Model used to Design the Database 

PRODUCTS 
1 

CATEGORY 
2 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
5 
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Figure 0-17 Entity Relationship Diagram for Nina Interiors System 

This diagram shows the system entities, their attribute and how they interact. 

8@rod 8 Nam a category 

• 

EJ 

e 

m 

Category 
ID 

m 

description IQ 

0 eeame 0,;ce 
D 8 

1 ~ Order-carts 

' 

◊ 

0e,/··· .•.. 
email~ 

Order 

ID e 
e 

Order 
time 

7Gi\ 
~ 

First 
name 

Entity Relation Diagram for Nina Interior system 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION 

5.0 Introduction 

This chapter involves translating the design into executable program that meets the user 

requirements outlined in the requirement capture. It also gives the user guide manual for 

training and maintenance and Programme installation. 

5.1 Program Design 

The program was designed using: Macromedia Dream weaver, MySQ and PHP. 

5.1.1 Macromedia Dream weaver 

Dream weaver was used to allow users to preview websites in many browsers. It also has 

some site management tools, such as the ability to find and replace lines of text or code 

by whatever parameters specified across the site, and a templatization feature for creating 

multiple pages with similar structures. It allows users to connect to databases such as 

MYSQL to filter and display content using scripting technologies such as Active Server 

Pages (ASP), PHP and more without any previous programming experience. 

5.1.2 MySQL 

MySQL was used because of its freely available open source Relational Database 

Management System [RDBMS], a database engine of sotis that uses Structured Query 

Language (SQL). The program runs as a server providing multi-user access to a number 

of databases. 

5.1.3 PHP 

PHP (Hypertext Preprocessor) was used as a reflective programming language for 

designing and for producing dynamic web pages. PHP also doesn't include the low-level 

programming capabilities of C because PHP is designed to program Web sites and 

doesn't require those capabilities. PHP was chosen patiicularly because of its ability to 

interact with databases. You don't need to know the technical details for connecting to a 
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database or for exchanging messages with it. You tell PHP the name of the database and 

where it is, and PHP handles the details. It connects to the database, passes your 

instructions to the database, and returns the database response to you. 

5.1.2 Feature of Modules 

The module on welcoming page included home page, about us, price list, shipping and 

delivery. The users will be interacting with these modules to view what they need to 

know from the system. 

5.1.3 Workability 

The system will run by interacting with modules. The modules include home, about us 

price list and shipping and delivery. For example select about us and screenshot about 

Nina Interiors ltd will appear. 

l#Uh.fi!!ifit#iMti111MihiVU·l1i.Wid.irB.HWJMU . 

(i)_'ea~~:-i~:: It~·_:·~: :T~J ·:-1~ '_ ·2;~_:y__l :r?__~ia~+ (:?}"~~~~~~ >ttf'!,:t-:Y ;.':-?·~- _ Iii L) .••. ~ 
Addre_5~ _ 11fl http :l/statlon/N1na/_index ._php_? auxJrnge-aux I 

Nina Interiors LTD 

We are Elegantly situated in 
Kampala City Centres 

Hina Interiors Ltd 

jseerch products '\j!j~ 

About Nina Interiors 

Elegantly situated in Kampala City Centre, Nina Interiors is a leader in the furnishing 
industry in Uganda. With 2000sq. meters of showroom, workshop and W()rehouse all 
under one roof, the company has a product and service line that brmidly includes: 

Office Furniture: 
Office desks, office chairs, steel furniture, filing cabinets, safes, computer tables, 
reception tables, coat hangers, conference tables and work stations, 

Domestic Furniture: 
Dining room furniture, wall units, sofa sets, entertainment centers, coffee sets, 
bedroom furniture. 

Curtain Fabrics/Blinds and Accessories: 
Netting, upholsteiy fabric, bed linen, table linen, curtain poles, towels, roman 
blinds, roller blinds, verticeil blinds, Venetian blinds and bamboo blinds. 

Miscellaneous I terns: 

Figure 0-18 A screenshot about Nina Interiors ltd. 
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5.1.4 Programme testing 

In this phase the system modules were tested separately to ensure they work correctly. 

The system modules were then brought together and tested as a complete system. The 

system was tested to ensure that interfaces (login) between modules work, the system 

worked on the intended platform and with the expected volume of data and that the 

system did what the user required. 
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5.1.S0Sample Output 

Figure 0-19 A screenshot showing Nina Interiors Price List 

The screenshot bellows shows Nina Interior price list of their different products 

Bed 1 Shs1200000.00 

Bed 2 S hs 780000. 00 

Bed 3 Shs900000.00 

Bed 4 Shs850000.00 

Nina Interiors LTD 
Bed 5 Shs650000.00 

Bed 6 Shs820000 .00 

We are Elegantly situated in Bed 7 Shs970000.00 
Kampala City Centres 

Bed3 Shs660000.00 

Hina Interiors Ltd Bedroom Shs 1500000 .00 
r11aTAIUC' ~ 

The following is a sample out put of Nina interiors online store with home page, about us, 

price list, shipping and delivery 
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Product adding list form 

The following figure shows form for adding the product to product list 

= (0) 
Nina lntgrior 

(0) u,g_ 
erndm.:ts 

A~C!;,ORI ES (0) u,g_ 
BED 8QQM (9) [<Q 

CURTAINS (5) [<Q 

QINING ROOM (6) [<Q 

LIVING ROOM (7) u,g_ 
Ml,!;;!abl.f\~sQU, (10) [<Q 
Q£.E!Q;; (11) u,g_ 

rBQQl!CIS: (0) [<Q 

[ 8lli! l 

Parent: OFFICE 

Product name lsB71[ 

Product code 16163 

Rating: o 

Price, UGX 
1215000 (number only): 

List price, UGX 
121 

SOOO 
(number only): 

In stock: P' 

Picture 

Thumbnail 

Enlarged picture 

thumb desks. /pg 
Delete 

thumb desks jpg 
Delete 

thumb desks. jpg 

Delete 

Figure 0-20 Product Adding List Form 
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Office products add list form 

The screenshot shows the products add list fonn where the administrators will be using to 

add new product on their list. 

(0) [i,Q!l] 

AQCE;;SQRIES (0) [i,Q!l] ~r:i,a,bled 
Product' Proddci: Rating 

,:R,f1i:e;-; In J:>iaLire _En_l ?_rge_d_ Thumbnail 
BEQ RQQM (9) u;_G!k] 

-c-oait' nim-e UG)( Sh:u:'.'k picture: 

C!..!RT8!t:I~ (S) [i,Q!l] r, 6163 = 0 1215000 r, yes yes yes ,:, 
DININ~ RQQM (6) [edit] 

1..!'.ILINr;;j BQQM (7) ~ r, 6689 office 0 1200000 r, yes yes yes ,:, 
MISS:E,~N!;QUS (l 0) [i:Q!l] 

1240000 = (11 ) [i,Q!l] r, = QffiQi 0 r, yes yes yes tl 

eBQQ~JCT~ (O) ~ 
1180000 ,::, r, = Qffu;_o 0 r, yes yes yes 

[ {\!jg l 
r, 9978 office 0 1220000 r, yes yes yes I) 

r, = Qffu;_o 0 J160000 r, yes yes yes ,'.'.! 

r, = Qffu;_o 0 J300000 r, yes yes yes ,:'., 

r, = ~ 0 jsooooo r, yes yes yes ,'.'.! 

r, = Q..ffu;_e_ 0 j380000 r, yes yes yes ,:, 

r, = office 0 1400000 r, yes 
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Nina Interiors Products Office Furniture 

These screenshot displays office furniture's for Nina interiors ie arm chairs etc. 

» ADMINISTRATE « 

Pt*•ifUMM§JJMjj,j.fAfliiiid 
!search products 

Home: Nina Interior Products: OFFICE: 

5871 

Price: Shs21 5000.00 

more info ... 

Office 

Price: Shs200000.00 

Figure 0-21 Nina Interiors Product Office Furniture 
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5.2 System Implementation 

5.2.1 Installation 

The system is installed by opening my computer, click on local disc C, click on program 

files, click on easy PHP, open on MySQL, click on data to open. When file data open go 

to shop data file, copy it and paste it to a folder data. Then go back to local disc ,open 

Programme files / easy PHP ,click on WWW to open it go to folder called Nina copy it 

and past to the new computer where the system is to be implemented. 

The following conversions were included during installation 

a. Hardware conversion. A new computer was installed and other hardware devices 

were installed such scanners and printers. 

b. Software conversion. The new system program was installed and configured on 

the computer system. 

c. File and data conversion. Old file that were in a large files was entered into a data 

base tables without loss of accuracy. 

5.2.2 Change over Methods 

A parallel method was recommended. The old system and new system are operated side 

by side until the new system shows reliability then old system will be abandoned. The 

figure below shows parnllel methods. 

New system 

Old system 
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5.2.3 Users Manual 

5.2.3.1 Administrator 

Double click easy PHP/right click and select local web to display Nina station .click on 

Nina. The welcoming page will be displayed .on address menu type http//station Nina 

/admin.PHP and enter. The log in box will appear asking for user name and password. 

Enter users name admin and password 1234 to log you on to administrative tool page 

which displayed which catalog, order and configuration. I.e. the user is free to choose 

whatever he /she want to view. To add on Nina products select catalog and category and 

product list will be displayed to add an item on a product select the product category ie 

office product /add product and product form will be displayed /then follow the 

instructions. To verify what you have done go to product category your have added, click 

on it and it will display the product name and the price you have indicated. 
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Nina Station Screenshot 

The form shows Nina station whereby the administrator select on Nina and welcoming 

page will appear. 

Index of I 

Name 

EJ Parent Directory 

IJ Nina/ 

La.st modified 

26-Aug-2008 11:27 

29-Sep-2008 19:57 

Apache/1.3.27 Server at station Port 80 

Figure 0-22 Nina Station Screenshot 

Size Description 
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Login Menn 

The log in menu logs to the system if only the correct users name and password are 

valid. 

login: lactmin 

Password:/• .. • 

Go to front-end ... 

Figure 0-23 Log in Menu 
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If wrong users name or password is entered the following message box will appear. 

Invalid login and/or password 

..:J 
[i1 L-·T-<J ··! ·:1· -!~Loi:alintrariet 

. zt1St:ar·q\-~J~:_:_&, >;·-J_V,Jy·CompGter·:J -~ :WanptU'(Ei) _; I :fID ·mLri1th!·~~n:-:-i-j I .[r Adminis'tr.:: ":;1~£l~1P DeVke ,·;,,: ,11 ·</e~ ~gio·~J-2:~06-,-M.-

Figure 0-24 Invalid Log in Menu 
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Administrative Tool 

The figure display navigator menu to access administrative departments where the user 

should visit to access the system products 

Administrative Tools (Go To Front-end ... J 

~ Catalog Orders Configuration 

------------
Welcome to the administrative back end! 

Please use navigation menu to access administrative departments. 

Orders 

Today· O order(s) (Shs0.00) 
Yesterday: O order(s) (Shs0.00) 
This month: 1 order(s) (Shs30S0000.OO) 
All time: 3 order(s) (Shsl 4790000.00) 

Products 

Total number of products: 48 
Products on sale (active): 47 
Product categories: 9 

48 products !n 9 categories,,.; 
3 ordHs so fa.r 

Tot;i.l rtvenl.l~; Shs14790000.00 

;:J 
l:i10one "" ,, ,: -[ -.-:! , i f, f )~Loce!1ntranet 

Figure 0-25 Administrative Tool Mene 
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Categories and Prodnct Form 

The form display the categories and products list whereby the user can use to adds on 

product 

Categories and products 

Cafe'gories' 

Bl!Jll(O) 

Nina Interior 
Products 

ACCESORlES 
BED ROOM 
CURTAINS 
DINING ROOM 
LIVING ROOM 

(0) [erlir] 

(0) r.,ruJ 
(9) r.,ruJ 
(S) r.,ruJ 
(6) r.,ruJ 
(7) r.,ruJ 

MISCELLANEOUS (1 0) r.slliJ 
QEEJCE (11 ) [<gjiJ 

Figure 0-26 Categories and Product 

Products 

Root: 

All products in the root directory are not shown to users! 

no products 

[Add] 
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Product Adding list Form 

The following figure shows form for adding the product to product list 

Root (0) 

Nina Interior 
Products 

(0) r.rt 

ArCESORIES (OJ r.<i 
BED ROOM (9) [<i;[ 
CURTAINS (5) [<i;[ 

DINING ROOM (6) [<i;[ 

LIVING ROOM (7) [<Jj 

MISCELLANEOUS (lo) [<J1 
Q£E!Q; (11) [<Jj 

PRODUCTS (0) [<J1 

[ Alli! l 

Parent I OFFICE 

Product name jsa11] 

Product code j6163 

Rating: o 

Price, UGX 121 SOOO 
(number only): 

List price, UGX 121 5000 
(number only): 

In stock: P-

Picture 

Thumbnail 

Enlarged picture 

thumb desks jpg 

Delete 

thumb desks. jpg 
Delete 

thumb desks. jpg 

Delete 

Figure 0-27 Product Adding List Form 
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Office Products Add list Form 

The screenshot shows the products add list form where the administrators will be using to 

add new product on their list. 

Nial lnterjQr 
OFFICE: 

PrQdY&t!i: 
(0) u,'1i!] 

A~!;SORll;;i (O) [<Qj;J 'EriaDJ~tj ;,p~9_dUg p;cidLCt 'Rkt'i'~\// ::Prj,c'e/_' /<-,"In 'Picture; ~-ril,at9,ed 'Thuri,bn'aH -. 
6EQ RQQM (9) [cit] Cade< ',/ii'iiri'ii'°' ,,,,,,,,, ,": :(,c):(-: Sto'Ck' pl_c_ture 

~!,,!RT81N~ (5) [<Qj;J r, 6163 = 0 1215000 r, yes yes yes .~ 
QIN!~~ RQQM (6) [cit] 

!.l~ltlY RQQM (7) l,__gjJ;] r, = Qffu;g 0 1200000 r, yes yes yes .~ 
MlaQol.l Afjl;Q\IS (10) [<Qj;J 

\240000 QEE!Qa (11) [<Qj;J r, 6667 Qffu;g 0 r, yes yes yes IQ 

PRQQIJCT:i (0) ~ 1, 80000 •1 r, ~ Qffu;g 0 r, yes yes yes 

[&kl] r, = Office 0 1220000 r, yes yes yes .~ 
r, = Qffu;g 0 1, 60000 r, yes yes yes ,:, 

r, ~ Qffu;g 0 1,00000 r, yes yes yes •'> 

r, = Qffu;g 0 1500000 r, yes yes yes a) 

r, = Qffu;g 0 lssoooo r, yes yes yes <) 

r, = Qffu;g 0 1400000 r, yes 

Figure 0-28 Products Adding List Form 
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5.2.3.2 Client Menu 

Nina Client 

Go to ninainteriors .com .ug .org and log on. The welcome page will be displayed which 

contain Home about us shipping cart and all the products that Nina offers. Select the 

product of your desire from category list ie office and all office furniture will be 

displayed and there prices. choose the type of furniture you require and click on it /add to 

cart and the shopping cart will be displayed. Proceed to checkout and the checkout 

contact information form will appear. Fill the form and click on place order and the page 

for thank you for your order will be displayed 

Nina Interiors Online Store Home Page 

The screenshot displays Nina interior online store home page. The page contains home, 

price list, about us, shipping and delivery pages. It also shows the location of Nina 

Interiors ltd 

Nina Interiors LTD 

We are Elegantly situated in 

» ADMINISTRATE « 

Welcome to Nina Interiors Online Store! 

Elegantly situated in Kampala City Centre, Nina Interiors is a leader in the furnishing 
industry in Uganda. With 2000sq. meters of showroom, workshop and warehouse aU 
under one roof, the company has a product and service line that broadly includes: 

Special offers 

Bed 1 Bed 3 
Sh:.1200000.00 Sh:.900000.00 

Nina Interiors Online Store Home Page 
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Nina Interiors Products Office Furniture 

These screenshot displays office furniture's for Nina interiors ie arm chairs etc. 

»· ADMINISTRATE , < 

Home: Nina Interior Products: OFFICE: 

5871 

Price: Shs2.15000.00 

more info ... 

Office 

Price: Shs2.00000.00 

Figure 0-29 Nina Interiors Product Office Furniture 
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Shopping Cart 

The screenshot displaying Nina interiors product name, products quality, cost and update. 

The clients are supposed to enter quality they require and update and the total amount 

will be calculated automatically. 

Nina Interiors LTD 

We are Elegantly situated in 
Kampala City Centres 

Nina lnttl-riors Ltd 

Figure 0-30 Shopping Cart 

My shoppinc cart: 

(6163] 5871 

Total: 

81 

jseerch products 

Shs900000.00 

Shs215000.00 

Shs1115000.00 

0 

0 

I Update j 



Contact Information Form 

The figure shows the contact information form which will be used to place order to Nina 

interiors ltd by their client by filling in their contact 

,,!! I 

Nina Interiors LTD 

We are Elegantly situated in 
Kampala City Centres 

Nina Interiors Ltd 

By Irene 

" required 

"'First name: lwo:nji 
"L1:1st name: r]re_n_e _____ _ 

"Email: lwanji@yahoo.com 

Phone number: j □ 778993694 

200000 kampala 

Address: 

"City: jkampala 

" State: jkampala 

"Zip code: 12c 

"Countiy: rlu-ga-n-da ____ _ 

Figure 0-31 Contact Information Screenshot Form 
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Thank you for your Order Screenshot 

The figure show the screenshot for thank you for your order when you place order on the 

Nina website 

» ADMINISTRATE « 

Jsearch products 

Thank you for you order! 

We will contact you as soon as possible. 

Nina Interiors LTD 

We are Elegantly situ.:ited in 

Figure 0-32 Thank You for your Order Screenshot 
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5.3 Evaluation of Dynamic and Static Website 

A dynamic website offers many advantages which static websites cannot provide. In a 

dynamic website, users can interact with the site using various options and search criteria. 

Your online bank account web page is an example of a dynamic website. Search engines 

are also dynamic websites with the capabilities to search and present information as per 

your need. The information user enters into a dynamic website can be stored in a database 

such as Oracle or DB2. The dynamic website is developed using various web 

technologies such as Java, .NET, PHP, and CGI Script. Dynamic website is interactive 

fun for the surfer On the contrary, static websites do not provide any options where users 

can key-in his views or questions. The user needs to go through the entire site to look for 

the information needed. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMEDATION 

6.0 Introduction 

The finding of this study as presented in the previous chapters emphasizes that Nina 

interior needs a dynamic website to help the buying and selling of their product on line 

locally and globally. 

6.1 Discussion 

Online transaction processing system is an important asset for organization to maintain 

efficiency, profitability and competitive advantage. (Sempebwa Ronald 2006), Designing 

a dynamic website for Nina interiors will increase buying and selling of their product 

online increasing their sales and make their transaction speed and accuracy. 

Delays in correspondence due to the postal, from the clients and suppliers, usually 

compiled client orders and transactions don't reflect correct information. 

6.2 Recommendation 

The drawbacks of the current system can be addressed by putting 111 place online 

computerized system. This provided greater accuracy and more flexibility in the types of 

information and repo1is that were generated by the program that was obtained with a 

manual inventory system and static website. 

Once a new system is put in place, it is projected to do the following: 

1. The system is supposed to process a price inqui1y sheet according to the purchase 

requisitions, and should transmit the price inquiry sheets to their corresponding 

clients 

11. The system should transmit quotations to the buyer server according to the said 

received price inquiry sheets. 

u1. It is expected to capture customer order information. 

1v. The system is supposed to process delivery arrangements for the purchasing 

organizations( client) 
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v. The system put in the place should transmit a requisition form to the supplier if the 

goods in the ware houses go below the threshold point. 

v1. The system is expected to offer fast and efficient work to accomplish all the 

business transactions locally and internationally. 

vll. The system should offer enough authentication and security so that the database 

information is not c01Tupted. 

Vil!. The user requires a system that will minimize the wastage of space and redundancy 

of information 

1x. It is supposed to facilitate communication among individuals and departments ( e.g. 

quickly transmit message or documents that require review or editing 

x. It is supposed to minimize the data inconsistency, apparently in the current system. 

x1. The system should help the users generate many types of useful reports for 

management to make decisions. 

x11. The system should b e able to offer the user-friendly interface for the employees 

and the clients to work with. 

xm. Accurate compilation: reduces unnecessary file work and computerized rep01ts 

xiv. Globally accessible: web based system so that can be accessed thought the world, it 

is accessible only to the permitted users and provide easy access with query facility. 

6.3 Conclusion 

In this study a dynamic website was designed to help Nina interiors to make transaction 

online speedy, accurate and meet their entire user needs. This was after exan1ining the 

requirement of the current system and realized that its drawbacks outweigh the 

advantages. This therefore calling for alternative ways of solving the problems of the 

existing static website and hence meeting the organization needs . The study therefore 

looked at dynamic website as a way of meeting the current user needs. 
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6.4 Area of Future Research 

The area constraint of time and desire to deliver a meaningful conclusion, has led to 

many areas of this study being truncated. The tried to come up with a dynamic website 

as the solution to solve some problem in Nina Interiors LTD in future the study proposes 

the same work can be done using other languages like Java script and ASP to meet the 

areas which were not completed. 
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Appendix A 

Question. 

Interview Guide. 

1. What products do you sell? 

2. What type of information system are you using in your company? 

3. How do you handle client orders? 

4. How do your clients make their orders? 

5. How do you transact business with your client? 

6. How do you deliver the client request? 

7. How are the transaction made between you and your client. 

8. Are you connected to the internet? 

9. What are the benefits of your c1ment website? 

10. What are the benefit and disadvantages of the cmTent system? 
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Appendix B 

Codes 

Database Shop_Data Running on localhost 

# phpMyAdmin SQL Dump 
# version 2.5.3 
# http://www.phpmyadmin.net 
# 
# Host: localhost 
# Generation Time: Oct 13, 2008 at 11:28 AM 
# Server version: 4.0.15 
# PHP Version: 4.3.3 
# 
#Database: 'shop_data' 
# 

# --------------------------------------------------------

# 
# Table structure for table ss_categories' 
# 

CREATE TABLE 'ss_categories' 

# 

'categoryID' int(ll) NOT NULL auto increment, 
'name' varchar(255) default NULL, 
'parent' int(ll) default NULL, 
'products_count' int(ll) default NULL, 
'description' text, 
'picture' varchar(30) default NULL, 
'products_count_admin' int(ll) default NULL, 
PRIMARY KEY ('categoryID') 
TYPE=MyISAM AUTO INCREMENT=81; 

# Dumping data for table ss_categories' 
# 

INSERT INTO 'ss_categories' VALUES (1, 'Nina Interior 
Products', 0, 47, 'The best home and office furniture in 
Uganda' , ' ' , 0) ; 
INSERT INTO 'ss categories' VALUES (78, 'ACCESORIES', 1, 0, 

' ' I I I O) ; 
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INSERT INTO 'ss _categories' VALUES ( 7 9, 'MISCELLANEOUS' , 1, 
10, " 'thumb_carpet4.gif', 10); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_categories' VALUES (80, 'PRODUCTS', 0, 0, 
'About Nina Interiors \r\n \r\nElegantly situated in 
Kampala City Centre, Nina Interiors is a leader in the 
furnishing industry in Uganda, With 2000sq. meters of 
showroom, workshop and warehouse all under one roof, the 
company has a product and service line that broadly 
includes: \r\n\r\nOffice Furniture: \r\n\r\nOffice desks, 
office chairs, steel furniture, filing cabinets, safes, 
computer tables, reception tables, coat hangers, conference 
tables and work stations. \r\n\r\nDomestic Furniture: 
\r\n\r\nDining room furniture, wall units, sofa sets, 
entertainment centers, coffee sets, bedroom furniture. 
\r\n\r\nCurtain Fabrics/Blinds and Accessories: 
\r\n\r\nNetting, upholstery fabric, bed linen, table linen, 
curtain poles, towels, roman blinds, roller blinds, 
vertical blinds, Venetian blinds and bamboo blinds. 
\r\n\r\nMiscellaneous Items: \r\n\r\nDoormats, queue
stands, flowerpots, artificial plants, office dustbins, 
banquet chairs, plastic chairs, folding chairs, garden 
chairs etc \r\n\r\nOur soft furnishing and accessories 
department specializes in custom-made curtains, blinds, 
bedroom and table linen, We handle "turn key" projects for 
home and institutional furnishing. \r\n\r\nWith over 10 
years of service, we have evolved into a fine tuned 
organization that values its customers and understands the 
industry. Experienced technical staff and committed 
management have made us a good team that ensures that jobs 
are executed to perfection. \r\n\r\nOver the years, we have 
built a loyal client base that includes government, 
embassies, multinationals, multilateral agencies, donor 
agencies, large companies and discerning individuals, In 
Uganda we serve a client base both in the capital and 
upcountry, We also provide goods and services to clients in 
Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, Burundi and The Democratic 
Republic of Congo. \r\n\r\n', '' 0); 
INSERT INTO 'ss categories' VALUES (8, 'OFFICE', 1, 11, '' 
", 11); 
INSERT INTO 'ss categories' VALUES ( 9, 'CURTAINS' , 1, 5, 
1 l 1 l f 5) ; 

INSERT INTO 'ss categories' VALUES (24, 'DINING ROOM', 1, 
5, II Ill 6); 
INSERT INTO 'ss categories' VALUES (63, 'LIVING ROOM', 1, 
7 f I I 

INSERT 
'After 

I I I 7) ; 
INTO 'ss_categories' VALUES (64, 'BED ROOM', 1, 9, 
a long day you deserve a good rest and what better 
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way to rest than in the comfort of a tastefully designed 
and furnished bedroom. andrew loves this 
setion\r\n\r\nNina interiors has a wide range of bedroom 
sets both Modern and Classical styles, and for the 
children, chose from a range of bunk beds and baby cots. ' 
I I f 9) ; 

# --------------------------------------------------------

# 
# Table structure for table ss ordered carts' 
# 

CREATE TABLE 'ss ordered carts' - -
'productID' int(ll) NOT NULL default '0', 
'orderID' int(ll) NOT NULL default '0', 
'name' char(255) default NULL, 
'Price' float default NULL, 
'Quantity' int(ll) default NULL, 
PRIMARY KEY ('productID', 'orderID') 
TYPE=MyISAM; 

# 
# Dumping data for table ss ordered carts ' 

# 

INSERT INTO ss ordered carts ' VALUES ( 116, 
'1. 2e+006', 1) ; 
INSERT INTO ' ss ordered carts ' VALUES (117, 
'780000', 5) ; 
INSERT INTO ' ss ordered carts ' VALUES (121, 
'820000', 3) ; 
INSERT INTO ss ordered carts ' VALUES (118, 
'900000', 1) ; 
INSERT INTO ' ss ordered carts ' VALUES (121, 
'820000', 4) ; 
INSERT INTO ' ss ordered carts ' VALUES ( 12 0, 
'650000', 1) ; 
INSERT INTO ss ordered carts ' VALUES ( 116, 
'1. 2e+006', 2) ; 
INSERT INTO ' ss ordered carts ' VALUES (118, 
'900000', 1) ; 
INSERT INTO ' ss ordered carts ' VALUES (158, 
5871', '215000', 2) ; 

3, 

4' 

3, 

4' 

4' 

5, 

5, 

6, 

6, 

'Bed 1' 
' 

'Bed 2' 
' 

'Bed 6' ' 

'Bed 3' ' 

'Bed 6' ' 

'Bed 5' ' 

'Bed 1' 
' 

'Bed 3' ' 

'[6163] 

# --------------------------------------------------------
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# 
# Table structure for table ss orders' 
# 

CREATE TABLE 'ss orders' 

# 

'orderID' int(ll) NOT NULL auto_increment, 
'order_time' datetime default NULL, 
'cust_firstname' varchar(30) default NULL, 
'cust lastname' varchar(30) default NULL, 
'cust_email' varchar(30) default NULL, 
'cust_country' varchar(30) default NULL, 
'cust_zip' varchar(30) default NULL, 
'cust_state' varchar(30) default NULL, 
'cust_city' varchar(30) default NULL, 
'cust_address' varchar(30) default NULL, 
'cust_phone' varchar(30) default NULL, 
PRIMARY KEY ('orderID') 
TYPE=MyISAM AUTO INCREMENT=7 

# Dumping data for table ss orders' 
# 

INSERT INTO 'ss_orders' VALUES (4, '2008-08-25 22:02:41', 
1 Ndaw', 'zd', 'csd', 'sdfsf', 'dds', 'sdfsfd', 'sdfsa', ' ' 
l 1 } ; 

INSERT INTO 'ss orders' VALUES (3, '2008-08-24 17:29:31', 
1 n 1 , 'm', 'm', 'n', 'n', 'n', 'm', 11 

''); 

INSERT INTO 'ss orders' VALUES (5, '2008-10-02 18:38:01', 
'wanji', 'irene', 'wanjiruren', 'uganda', 1 455', 1 t', 
'kampala', '32', '0752993694'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_orders' VALUES (6, '2008-10-10 19:41:20', 
'wanji', 'rene', 'wanji@yahoo.com', 'uganda', '12c', 
'kampala', 'kampala', '200000 kampala', '0778993694'); 

# --------------------------------------------------------

# 
# Table structure for table ss_products' 
# 

CREATE TABLE 'ss_products' 
'productID' int(ll) NOT NULL auto_increment, 
'categoryID' int(ll) default NULL, 
'name' varchar(255) default NULL, 
'description' text, 
'customers rating' float NOT NULL default '0', 
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# 

'Price' float default NULL, 
'picture' varchar(30) default NULL, 
'in stock' int(ll) default NULL, 
'thumbnail' varchar(30) default NULL, 
'customer_votes' int(ll) NOT NULL default '0', 
'items_sold' int(ll) NOT NULL default '0', 
'big_picture' varchar(30) default NULL, 
'enabled' int(ll) NOT NULL default '0', 
'brief_description' text, 
'list_price' float default NULL, 
'product_code' varchar(25) default NULL, 
PRIMARY KEY ('productID') 
TYPE=MyISAM AUTO INCREMENT=164; 

# Dumping data for table ss_products' 
# 

INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (116, 64, 'Bed 1', '' 
'5', '1.2e+006', 'bedroom.jpg', 1, 'bedroom.jpg', 1, 0," 
1, II 101, 11); 

INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (117, 64, 
'0', '780000', 'thumb_bedl.jpg', 1, ", 0, 
'780000', "); 

'Bed 2', 
0, '', 1, 

' ' 
' ' 

INSERT INTO 'ss _products' VALUES ( 124, 9, 'curtains', 'good 
quality' , '0' , '500000', 'thumb curtainl. gif', 1, 
'thumb_curtainl.gif', 0, 0, 'thumb curtainl.gif', 1, 'they 
are of good', '500000', '3689'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (125, 9, 'curtains', '' 
'0', '450000', 'thumb_curtain2.gif', 1, 
'thumb_curtain2.gif', 0, 0, 'thumb curtain2.gif', 1, '' 
'450000', '8540'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (126, 9, 'curtains', " 
'0', '600000', 'thumb_curtain5.gif', 1, 
'thumb_curtain5.gif', 0, 0, 'thumb curtain5.gif', 1, '' 
'600000', '5222'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss _products' VALUES ( 127, 9, 'curtains' , ' ' 
'0', '400000', 'thumb_curtains8.gif', 1, 
'thumb_curtains8.gif', 0, 0, 'thumb curtains8.gif', 1, " 
'400000', '3457'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss _products' VALUES ( 128, 9, 'curtains', '' 
'0', '650000', 'thumb_curtains9.gif', 1, 
'thumb_curtains9.gif', 0, 0, 'thumb curtains9.gif', 1, '' 
'650000', '7848'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (129, 64, 'Bedroom', '' 
'0', '1.5e+006', 'thumb_bedroom3.jpg', 1, 
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'thumb_bedroom3.jpg', 0, 0, 
'l.5e+006', '1122'); 

'thumb_bedroom3.jpg', 1, '' 

INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (130, 24, 'Dinning room', 
" '0', 'l.5e+007', 'thumb_diningrooml.jpg', 1, 
'thumb_diningrooml.jpg', 0, 0, 'thumb_diningrooml.jpg', 1, 
" 'l.5e+007', '7853'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (131, 24, 'Dinning room', 
11 '0', 1 1.3e+006', '', 1, 11

, 0, 0, '', 0, '' 
'l.3e+006', '5968'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (132, 24, 'Dinning room', 
'' '0', 'l.6e+006', 'thumb_diningroom5.jpg', 1, 
'thumb_diningroom5.jpg', 0, 0, 'thumb diningroom5.jpg', 1, 
" 'l.6e+006', '1523'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss _products' VALUES ( 133, 24, 'Dinning room', 
'' '0', '7. 5e+006', 'thumb_Special offer4. gif', 1, 
'thumb_Special_offer4.gif', 0, 0, 
'thumb_Special_offer4.gif', 1, " '7.5e+006', '1253'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss _products' VALUES ( 134, 2 4, 'Dinning room', 
'', 

1 0', '4.5e+006', 'thumb_diningset.jpg', 1, 
'thumb_diningset.jpg', 0, 0, 'thumb diningset.jpg', 1, '' 
'4.5e+006', '45628'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (135, 24, 'Dinning room', 
'' '0', '1.7e+006', 'thumb_diningrooml.jpg', 1, 
'thumb diningrooml. j pg' , 0, 0, 'thumb diningrooml. j pg' , 1, 
" '1. 7e+006', '1526'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (136, 63, 'Living Room', 
'' '0', 'le+006', 'thumb_livingroom2.jpg', 1, 
'thumb_livingroom2.jpg', 0, 0, 'thumb livingroom2.jpg', 1, 
" 'le+006', '2451'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (137, 63, 'Living Room', 
'' '0', 'l.2e+006', 'thumb_livingroom3.jpg', 1, 
'thumb_livingroom3.jpg', 0, 0, 'thumb livingroom3.jpg', 1, 
" 'l.2e+006', '1863'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (138, 63, 'Living Room', 
'' '0', 'l.4e+006', 'thumb_livingroom5.jpg', 1, 
'thumb_livingroom5.jpg', 0, 0, 'thumb_livingroom5.jpg', 1, 
" 'l.4e+006', '8974'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (139, 63, 'Living Room', 
'' '0', '1.2e+006', 'thumb_livingroom6.jpg', 1, 
'thumb_livingroom6.jpg', 0, 0, 'thumb_livingroom6.jpg', 1, 
" 'l.2e+006', '41563'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (140, 63, 'Living Room', 
'' '0', '1. 3e+006', 'thumb_livingroom7. jpg', 1, 
'thumb_livingroom7.jpg', 0, 0, 'thumb_livingroom7.jpg', 1, 
" 'l.3e+006', '5683'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (141, 63, 'Living Room', 
'' '0', '1.le+006', 'thumb_livingroom8.jpg', 1, 
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'thumb_ li vingroom8. j pg', 0, 0, 'thumb li vingroom8. jpg', 1, 
" '1.le+006', '9768'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (142, 63, 'Living Room', 
" '0', '1.45e+006', 'thumb_Special offer4.gif', 1, 
'thumb_Special_offer4.gif', 0, 0, 
'thumb Special_offer4.gif', 1, " '1.45e+006', '3434'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (143, 79, 'Miscellaneous', 
" '0', '70000', 'thumb_carpetl.gif', 1, 
'thumb_carpet3.gif', 0, 0, 'thumb_carpet3.gif', 1, '' 
'70000', '5451'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (144, 79, 'Miscellaneous', 
'' 'O', '750000', 'thumb_carpet4. gif', 1, 
'thumb_carpet4.gif', 0, 0, 'thumb_carpet4.gif', 1, '' 
'750000', '6376'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (145, 79, 'Miscellaneous', 
" '0', '80000', 'thumb_flowerpots.gif', 1, 
'thumb_flowerpots.gif', 0, 0, 'thumb flowerpots.gif', 1, 
" '80000', '8449'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (146, 79, 'Miscellaneous', 
" '0', '68000', 'thumb_gardenl.gif', 1, 
'thumb_gardenl.gif', 0, 0, 'thumb_gardenl.gif', 1, '' 
'68000', '8886'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss _products' VALUES ( 14 7, 7 9, 'Miscellaneous', 
'' '0', '72000', 'thumb_garden2. gif', 1, 
'thumb_garden2.gif', 0, 0, 'thumb_garden2.gif', 1, '' 
'72000', '9968'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (148, 79, 'Miscellaneous', 
" '0', '59000', 'thumb_misc4.gif', 1, 'thumb_misc4.gif', 
0, 0, 'thumb_misc4.gif', 1, " '59000', '7789'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (149, 79, 'Miscellaneous', 
" '0', '55000', 'thumb_sculpture.gif', 1, 
'thumb_sculpture.gif', 0, 0, 'thumb_sculpture.gif', 1, '' 
'55000', '8868'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (150, 79, 'Miscellaneous', 
" '48000', '48000', 'thumb_vases.gif', 1, 
'thumb_vases.gif', 0, 0, 'thumb_vases.gif', 1, " '0', 
'9969'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (151, 79, 'Miscellaneous', 
" '0', '35000', 'thumb_vases2.gif', 1, 
'thumb_vases2.gif', 0, 0, 'thumb_vases2.gif', 1, " 
'35000', '8867'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss _products' VALUES ( 152, 7 9, 'Miscellaneous', 
" '0', '29000', 'thumb_vases3.gif', 1, 
'thumb_vases3.gif', 0, 0, 'thumb vases3.gif', 1, '' 
'29000', '8869'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (153, 8, 'Office', '' 
'0', '200000', 'thumb_armchair.jpg', 1, 
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'thumb_armchair.jpg', 0, 0, 
'200000', '6689'); 

'thumb armchair.jpg', 1, '' 

INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (154, 8, 'Office', '' 
'0', '240000', 'thumb_armchair2.jpg', 1, 
'thumb_armchair2.jpg', 0, 0, 'thumb armchair2.jpg', 1, '' 
'240000', '6667'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (155, 8, 'Office', '' 
'0', '180000', 'thumb_armchair3.jpg', 1, 
'thumb_armchair3,jpg', 0, 0, 'thumb_armchair3.jpg', 1, " 
'180000', '7799'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (156, 8, 'Office', '' 
'0', '220000', 'thumb_armchair4,jpg', 1, 
'thumb_armchair4.jpg', 0, 0, 'thumb_armchair4.jpg', 1, " 
'220000', '9978'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss _products' VALUES ( 157, 8, 'Office', ' ' 
'0', '160000', 'thumb_armchair5.jpg', 1, 
'thumb_armchair5.jpg', 0, O, 'thumb_armchair5.jpg', 1, '' 
'160000', '9696'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (158, 8, '5871', " '0', 
'215000', 'thumb_desks.jpg', 1, 'thumb desks,jpg', 0, 0, 
'thumb_desks.jpg', 1, " '215000', '6163'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (159, 8, 'Office', '' 
'0', '300000', 'thumb_filingcabinet.jpg', 1, 
'thumb_filingcabinet,jpg', 0, 0, 'thumb_filingcabinet.jpg', 
1," '300000', '5351'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss _products' VALUES ( 160, 8, 'Office' , ' ' 
'0', '500000', 'thumb_filingcabinet2.jpg', 1, 
'thumb_filingcabinet2,jpg', 0, 0, 
'thumb_filingcabinet2.jpg', 1, " '500000', '5352'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (161, 8, 'Office', '' 
'0', '380000', 'thumb_filingcabinet3.jpg', 1, 
'thumb_filingcabinet3.jpg', 0, 0, 
'thumb_filingcabinet3.jpg', 1, " '380000', '4349'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss _products' VALUES ( 162, 8, 'Office' , ' ' 
'0', '400000', 'thumb_reception.jpg', 1, 
'thumb reception.jpg', 0, 0, 'thumb_reception.jpg', 1, '' 
'400000', '5997'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss _products' VALUES ( 163, 8, 'Office', ' ' 
'0', '600000', 'thumb_Special_offer4.gif', 1, 
'thumb_Special_offer4.gif', O, 0, 
'thumb_Special_offer4.gif', 1, " '600000', '6361'); 
INSERT INTO 'ss _products' VALUES ( 118, 64, 'Bed 3', ' ' 
' 0 ' , ' 9 0 0 0 0 0 ' , ' thumb_ bedroom3 , j pg ' , 1, " , 0, 0, " , 1, 
'' '900000', ''); 
INSERT INTO 'ss_products' VALUES (119, 64, 
'0', '850000', 'thumb_bedroom4.jpg', 1, " 
'' '850000', ''); 
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'Bed 4', ' ' 
0, 0, '', 1, 


